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Welcome to the June 2021 and 114th issue of the magazine.  Have you noticed that 

we‘ve changed the name to Wraysbury & Horton News? As the magazine is 

distributed to all homes in Wraysbury AND Horton and includes articles about both 

villages, we thought it only made sense to include them both in the title. 

We are still living under the shadow of Covid-19 but hopefully, by the time you read 

this, the sun will be shining, life will be returning to some sort of normality and we will 

once again be meeting up with friends and family . 

Sadly, we have lost some dearly loved villagers since our last edition and you can read 

tributes to Jean Bryden, Jillian Sinclair-Hill, Judith Henderson, Frank Burr, Harold & 

Barbara Hutt, Peter Knott, John Sleep, Victor Oliver, Terry Van Santen and Robin 

Nichols. What interesting lives they all led. 

Although most of the villages’ clubs and societies were closed for several months at 

the start of the year, we have been able to include reports of what is planned for the 

future even if there’s been little to report since our last edition. 

Our Community Spotlight this issue shines on Wraysbury resident John Starbrook who 

took up running marathons aged 53. We also take a look at the fascinating life of Jill 

Sarsby, a prominent member of the Wraysbury village community for many years. 

As always, our thanks go to all our advertisers and contributors without whom there 

would be no magazine and also to the volunteers for delivering it to every house in 

the villages. 

And thanks also to Glyn Larcombe for providing another original front cover depicting 

a new era springing from our COVID lockdown and a tribute to Graham Sinclair having 

walked his socks off around Wraysbury to raise money for local charities (featured in 

the December 2020 magazine). 

We hope you enjoy this issue . 

Dawn & Sue 
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ADVERTISING RATES  

WRAYSBURY & HORTON NEWS 

The next edition of the Wraysbury & Horton News is scheduled for December 2021. We 

distribute around 2300 free copies to every house in Wraysbury & Horton, along with the 

local shops, pubs, clubs and community buildings. 

The current advertising rates for new adverts which will be in colour are shown below: 

 

 

 

 

Please email wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com with any submissions or changes. 

Online PDF copies of the magazine are available on the  

“Wraysbury News” and “Horton and Wraysbury News” Facebook pages 

& 

Wraysbury.com 

If you are interested in advertising, submitting an article, getting involved with the editing 

and publication of the magazine, would like to join our band of delivery volunteers or have 

any feedback or comments please email: 

wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com 

We are happy to receive material in all formats but if you could email it, either as an 

attachment or in the body of the email, it saves us having to re-type it. 

All articles in the Wraysbury News are the views of the contributors and do not reflect 

the view(s) of the “Editorial Team” and where the team deem it necessary articles will 

only be published following editing / redaction. 

Advert Size Cost 

Full Page £90.00 

Half Page £45.00 

THE DEADLINE FOR ARTICLES, DIRECTORY OR ADVERT CHANGES 

FOR THE DECEMBER 2021 ISSUE IS  

THURSDAY 30th SEPTEMBER 

mailto:wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com
mailto:wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com


 

 

• Tinned meat  

• Tinned fish  

• Tinned vegetables 

• Soup  

• Rice  

• Herbs/Spices  

• Cooking sauces 

• Instant mash 

• Tea bags/Instant coffee  

• Sugar 

• Breakfast cereals  

• UHT milk  

• Tinned desserts  

• Cereal bars/biscuits  

• Jams  

• Fruit juice/Squash   

CAN YOU HELP? 
We are extremely grateful for donations of the items listed below 

Please do not donate perishable items as we may not be able to use them 

For details of drop off points and times call 

01784 482815 

Many people have been affected by unforeseen circumstances and need help 

to feed themselves and their families. As a community, we can arrange to 

provide essential food items to those in need via the Wraysbury and Horton 

Voluntary Care group .  

WRAYSBURY AND HORTON 

LOCAL FOOD BANK 
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WRAYSBURY & HORTON 

VOLUNTARY CARE 
(WHVC) 

For the Wraysbury & Horton Volunteers, as for everyone else, 2021 has started pretty 
much as 2020 ended. 

We have continued to man the phone lines without a break. They aren’t constantly busy, 
but someone is always there to answer and provide solutions or pass on to others who 
can….and do, which is the most important point.  

We are still providing  ad-hoc house help, advice, transport, shopping, food and care 
wherever it has been needed/asked for and are very grateful to all our volunteers for their 
constant help and support. 

We provided 18 meals on Christmas Day and Boxing Day with the help of a number of our 
regular drivers and cooks who delivered to Wraysbury, Horton and even Old Windsor. 
Personally, I think the turkey was too salty but no-one was brave enough to complain!  

We moved most of the cooking to the Wraysbury Village Hall kitchen last year and have 
upgraded the food storage and preparation facilities with the help of a large donation from 
Wraysbury Parochial Charities. This enabled us to buy a new fridge, work preparation unit 
and storage shelves which gives us more space to work in and safer food storage. 

We need to again thank many people for the donations we have received to help with our 
lunch club and general work for voluntary care. In particular, Harold Hutt’s family were 
kind enough to ask for all donations in his memory to be made to WHVC. This amounted to 
over £500. I know he would have been pleased with this; he was a very appreciative and 
regular attendee at our weekly lunch clubs and will be sorely missed. The family have also 
donated a virtually brand-new wheelchair which we are storing at the Village Hall for use 
by the Village as and when needed. I have also just heard that the Tuesday Pop-in club 
plan to pass on some funds for our use. This will be very helpful when we can finally 
reinstate the Wednesday coffee mornings at the Baptist Church. 

Whatever the ‘new normal’ will be, we are still hoping to find new volunteers to help with 
our work. So, if you feel able to make a regular commitment, please do get in touch. 
Regular doesn’t mean full time, or even lots of time, just available when you say you can 
be. Voluntary work is as beneficial to the volunteer as it is to the recipient, and although 
gratitude isn’t always tangible it’s well worth doing if you feel you can help, even in a small 
way. We will always need people who can: 

Cook or prepare food; drive – take people to appointments or deliver food; undertake ad-
hoc small repair work; make shopping trips; take time to telephone and chat to people; 
visit and occasionally relieve long-term carers. 

Thank you 

Janet Crame 



 

 

WRAYSBURY PARISH COUNCIL 

Wraysbury Parish Council, as of April 2021, is comprised as follows: 

Margaret Lenton  Chair 

Peter Lord    Vice Chair & Deputy Planning 

Diana Hughes  Lead Planning 

Mike Williams  Lead Greens & Lead Community Resilience,    
      Infrastructure & Communication  

Andy Moran   Lead Properties  

Lora Andrew   Deputy Properties 

Ewan Larcombe  Lead Watercourses 

Graham Sinclair  Deputy Watercourses 

Sue Nicholls    Deputy Greens 

John Lenton 

Len Carlton 

The Clerk to Wraysbury Parish Council is Jane Clemance.  

Email info@wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk 

HORTON PARISH COUNCIL 

 

Your Horton Parish Councillors and their key responsibilities are; 

Freda Bovingdon  Parish Council Chair and  

      Vice Chair: Champney Hall Management Committee 

Janet Crame   Vice Chair and Planning 

Neil Cole    Flags and flagpole 

Eileen Coogan  Neighbourhood Plan 

Shiva Dunga   Policies 

Carly Gibbons  Fly tipping 

Jaimin Patel   Parking 

Mark McAuley  Play Equipment 

The Clerk to Horton Parish Council is Benta Hickley. 

Email  clerk@hortonparishcouncil.gov.uk  

mailto:clerk@HortonParishCouncil.Gov.uk
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Location of the Wraysbury Parish Council Noticeboards 

1) Coppermill Road: Next to the village sign opposite Mill Place  

2) Village Car Park: On side wall of The Frost Partnership estate agency. 

3) Hythe End: On front wall of Hythe End Stores in Staines Road. 

4) Gloucester Drive: On the side wall of Giggs Stores in Wraysbury Road. 

5) Village Hall: To the left of the main entrance from The Green. 

6) Wraysbury Primary School: By the school entrance. 

7) Welley Road: Opposite The Avenue / Park Avenue  

Location of the Horton Parish Council Noticeboards 

1) Coppermill Road: Next to the Wraysbury village sign opposite Mill Place 

 (shared with Wraysbury Parish Council) 

2) Stanwell Road: On the bus stop outside Champney Hall 

:: Category 5e/6 Cabling  

:: Fibre Optic Installation     Surrey 

:: Voice Cabling        Middlesex 

:: Meridian Nortel Telephone Systems Berkshire 

:: BT Telephone Systems     London 

:: Telephone Sockets  
 

Established in 1994, Area Communications carry out complete category 5e/6 network cabling, fibre 

optic installations and add additional points to existing networks. 

We also offer a full telecoms service, supplying new & refurbished systems, installing additional 

telephone points along with all programming needs, specialising in Nortel, Meridian & BT systems. 

Having worked in the industry for over 30 years, our knowledge and experience have been the 

main foundation of the business. This has been built on referrals and repeat business. We pride 

ourselves on our levels of customer service, reliability and competitive pricing.  

Area Communications  

graham@areacomms.co.uk 

© Somadata 

T.   01784 488005 

M.  07885 212747  

http://www.somadata.com/


 

 

Little did I think when I wrote the last article for the December edition that this one 
would be written in lockdown. There is however ‘light at the end of the tunnel’ with the 
number of people who have been vaccinated. This is a credit to the scientists who have 
produced results at an unprecedented speed, particularly those in Oxford.   

The Parish Council has been able to continue its business thanks to Zoom, which I had 
hardly heard of twelve months ago but has now become a regular part of my life 
enabling me to attend meetings and listen to music or hear speakers. I do, at times, 
crave personal contact and the opportunity to exchange views face to face. We are due 
to resume meetings in the Village Hall in late May and the Annual Meeting will be the 
last held by Zoom. 

At the time of writing, I have just signed the contract for the Baptist Church and the 
Parish Council hopes to complete after Easter. The plan is to have a formal opening 
when this is finally allowed. It is envisaged that the building will become a community 
hub, being available for hire and above all be for the benefit of our residents and a 
centre of village activity. 

We have raised a petition about the failure of the Royal Borough to contribute to the 
Lower Thames Scheme which means there may be a gap from Datchet to the Surrey 
border. The petition has gained the required 1500 signatures which means that it now 
has to be formally discussed.  Anyone who was in Wraysbury in 2014 can remember the 
floods and the number of families who lost their homes plus the psychological hurt 
caused. Some of us sat around the table with, the then Prime Minister, David Cameron 
who said money was no object! The Borough is proposing to set aside a sum for flood 
relief, but we are concerned with changing weather patterns that the only answer is the 
Lower Thames Scheme. 

The Parish Council has discharged its duties throughout the pandemic. A survey of our 
trees has been commissioned following the mini-tornado that struck parts of the village 
and a three year plan has been devised to ensure that appropriate and timely work is 
carried out. Work has been done to the children’s playground and new equipment has 
been installed.   

One of the issues facing the Parish is that the Royal Borough is reducing some of the 
services that it offers its residents and as a result the Parish is being asked whether it 
wants to take these on. The container library falls into this category and the Parish 
Council has asked the Royal Borough to continue to site the container in the village 
because of the many residents who rely on and regularly use this service. The Parish 
Council is also considering paying for additional time perhaps on a Saturday morning. 
The opportunity to access books is so important for all ages. 

Message from Margaret Lenton 

Chairman of the Wraysbury Parish Council 
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The Neighbourhood Action Group which contains representatives from Datchet, Horton 
and Wraysbury meets, and draws to the attention of the Police, matters of concern to our 
villages. These include speeding, fly tipping and the number of scams being perpetrated by 
criminals claiming to be coming from organisations to which they do not belong such as 
HMRC or BT. We are still awaiting the report on the fatal accident in the village and what 
remedial action is advised to prevent another tragedy. 

As Chairman of the Parish Council, I am incredibly grateful to our Clerk Jane Clemance who 
works so hard for the village and her Council and to my fellow Councillors, who give of 
their time and skills in the service of this village.  

I do hope for a brighter future for everyone and a more normal existence. I am grateful to 
live in a village where, in times of trouble, people do support each other and for the shops 
supplying our residents throughout the pandemic.  

On behalf of the Parish Council, we were intending sending a card to the Duke of 
Edinburgh, (who has visited Wraysbury) to celebrate his one hundredth birthday. Instead, 
we have sent a letter of condolence to Her Majesty the Queen. We all remember him with 
affection and respect.  We still have the exhibition which was prepared to commemorate 
the 75th anniversary of the end of World War 2 all prepared and we hope to hold that in 
September/October as Covid restrictions reduce. Next year marks the 70th anniversary of 
the Queen’s accession and there will be national celebrations and we intend that 
Wraysbury will take its usual part.  

Margaret Lenton 



 

 

HORTON PARISH COUNCIL REPORT 

The last year has been strange for all of us with various lockdowns and tier restrictions 

affecting everyone. Shielding and isolation have meant some residents haven’t been out 

of their homes while others have stepped in to help by delivering shopping, 

prescriptions, hot meals and other services. I’m proud to be Chair of the Parish Council in 

a village that, along with Wraysbury, has managed this experience so well, and would like 

to especially thank Janet Crame and the Wraysbury and Horton Voluntary Care team for 

all the support they have provided residents in both villages. 

Sadly, we lost Cllr Jillian Sinclair-Hill at the beginning of 2020. She had lived in the village 

for many years and was a long-standing member of the Parish Council.   

The Memorial Green is undergoing a slow makeover – new flower troughs and 

replacement Victorian style street lanterns a few years ago, and recently the uplighter for 

the Turkey Oak has been replaced. We have arranged for new benches to be installed 

along Horton Road, the memorial stone has been cleaned by a group of volunteers and 

the rose garden has had a makeover and is looking lovely – thank you to all who were 

involved. The street markings have been repainted and the next step is additional lighting 

for the green, a coat of paint for the letterbox and a clean-up of the no entry sign. 

We have had a new website created for us (www.HortonParishCouncil.gov.uk) where we 

have much greater control over the content.  

We managed to hold our Remembrance Day Service and the annual Christmas & Carol 

event despite Covid restrictions. The 2021 services are hoped to be held on 

14th November and 9th  December respectively. 

We have been working with the Thames Valley Police Neighbourhood team and other 

partners that cover Datchet and Wraysbury as well as Horton.  Our main issues have 

been speeding, fly-tipping, pavement parking, illegal use of quad and off-road bikes, and 

sale of drugs.  This multi-agency approach does mean that things are getting done, but it 

isn’t always possible to share the news with the general public. New legislation will soon 

make pavement parking illegal, so we are working with Abri (the housing association) and 

RBWM to look at how we can provide additional parking spaces in our problem areas, 

especially Milton Close. 

Our usual responsibilities have continued: reporting unauthorised use of land or building 

to the relevant teams at RBWM, ensuring that outbuildings and extensions were built to 

the size consented and used for the purposes declared; reporting fly-tipping and 

suspected unlicensed use of homes as HMOs (house of multiple occupancy) as well as 

dealing with various other matters and issues (see meeting minutes for more details). 

Now that the Horton and Wraysbury Neighbourhood Plan is a legally binding 

commitment we are working with the Borough to ensure that planning applications are 

http://www.hortonparishcouncil.gov.uk/
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brought into line with the policies and laws relating to planning, and that approval is 

sought before building work commences.  We and they are committed to ensuring that 

our community is protected from illegal development and intend to pursue enforcement 

actions where the law has been broken. 

The Colne Brook burst its banks earlier in the year. Whilst the waters rose alarmingly in 

many gardens, fortunately, very few houses were flooded. Our volunteer Horton Flood 

Warden and the Clerk responded very quickly to the situation and just as the sandbags 

arrived, the flood waters started to recede. The Flood Warden has been in regular contact 

with the Environment Agency letting them know when works are needed in our rivers. We 

have asked the EA to acknowledge the experience and knowledge the Flood Wardens 

have, and to listen to them when looking into local drainage and flood issues. Sadly, 

RBWM feels unable to allocate sufficient funds to Channel 1 of the River Thames Scheme. 

We are pushing RBWM and EA to reconsider or, as a last resort, find alternatives that will 

protect our villages from flooding. 

Underneath Horton there is a large deposit of aggregate that can be used for buildings 

and roads. This has resulted in various quarries in and around the villages and, as these 

are nearing the end of their usefulness, consent is being sought for other sites, and for 

filling the existing quarries. These works bring heavy vehicles, noise, dust, traffic 

congestion and air pollution and the Cllrs spend a lot of time in trying to get these 

concerns acknowledged and the effects minimised. 

Another recent issue has been broadband: speeds in most of Horton (and Wraysbury) are 

particularly poor. Residents and the Parish Clerk are working with the various bodies 

involved to try and get existing services replaced by fibre. The Clerk has created a shared 

document (available at https://tinyurl.com/HortonBroadband) detailing actions to date. 

We are in the process of refurbishing the play equipment on Champney playing field: 

hopefully it will be finished by the time you read this. If you do notice any vandalism or 

damage please always report it to the Clerk. 

We hope that Parish Council meetings will soon be able to be held again in Champney 

Hall.  Members of the public are welcome (and encouraged) to attend, and at the time of 

writing we have a vacancy for a Parish Councillor. If you are interested in supporting the 

community as a Parish Councillor, please contact the Clerk. 

As Chair, I would like to thank all the Councillors who represent the residents by being on 

the Parish Council. It is recognised that this is a voluntary commitment and all give up a 

significant amount of time to attend meetings and ensuring their other responsibilities are 

given full attention. Their involvement is very much appreciated. 

Freda Bovingdon 

Chair, Horton Parish Council 

https://tinyurl.com/HortonBroadband


 

 

WE ARE A SMALL AND FRIENDLY GARAGE OFFERING A HIGH STANDARD 

OF REPAIRS, SERVICING, MOTS AND MANY OTHER SERVICES RELATING TO 

YOUR VEHICLE. 

WE SPECIALISE IN AUDIS, VOLKSWAGENS & CORVETTE STINGRAYS. 

•  MOT Testing 

•  MOTs For Cars & Motorcycles 

•  Free Retests Within 10 Days 

•  Tyres 

•  Air Conditioning Service 

•  All Makes & Models Serviced 

Surrey Lodge Motor Co 

AUDI, VOLKSWAGEN &  

CORVETTE STINGRAY  

SPECIALISTS 
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  In Memory of Jillian Sinclair-Hill  

Jillian was born Jillian Burgess, the youngest of four, having three 
elder brothers, two of whom were twins. She and the boys grew 
up enjoying an outdoor life, fishing, climbing trees, making camps 
and so, notwithstanding the boys’ consideration for their younger 
sister, she quickly had to learn how to fend for herself around the 
family home near Sandon in Essex. Clearly, a pair of the fabled 
white stilettos were to be of no use to Jillian, so she was very 
much a ‘girl from Essex’ as opposed to an ‘Essex girl’.   

Right from the start, the notion of travel was very evident in Jillian’s life as, having an 
American mother, hosting relations from distant shores was nothing unusual. Indeed, 
throughout the war years, their mother took all four children to live in her native 
Washington DC.   

At the age of 18, Jillian was presented as a debutante following 
completion of her education in Switzerland, a place she loved and to 
which she would return on regular occasions throughout her life. Being 
sportive, Jillian was a strong skier and it was during a seasonal visit 
there that she met her husband, Michael. Travel featured 
predominantly throughout the ensuing years, not least when work 
took both she and Michael away to live in Singapore. Whilst there, 
among other pursuits totally unrelated to her former training as an 
Occupational Therapist, Jillian taught swimming to the children of the 
local expat community.   

There were to be further adventures and at one time, Jillian and Michael 
owned and chartered a yacht, which was moored in Alicante, Spain. 
Sometimes hosting famous celebrities of the time, stories of their 
experiences became the source of much mirth around a late-night dinner 
table. In their time, they lived on a Thames houseboat and were also 
Central London flat dwellers during the ‘Swinging 60s’, until they moved to 
their home in Datchet, which they shared with their sizeable and much-
loved St. Bernard dog, Penny.   

In the intervening years and having long since left the medical world far behind, Jillian 
became a respected antique dealer and took over her Great Aunt’s antique business, John 
A Pearson Antiques, on Eton High Street. Jillian was a member of the British Association of 
Antique Dealers and, on more than one occasion, was called upon to appear as an expert 
witness during court proceedings involving stolen or fraudulent antiques. She also made 
TV appearances, including one with the late lamented Arthur Negus in an episode of 
‘Going for a Song’.   

Following its feature in ‘Ideal Homes’ magazine, Jillian and Michael sold their Datchet 
home in favour of living ‘above the shop’ for several years, until they finally invested in 
their Horton forever home in 1972. Jillian went on to take an active interest in various local 
issues and was pleased to serve as a member of the Parish Council for many years.  

Jillian was a ‘professional’ Aunt to all her nieces and nephews and to their children, taking 
an active and supportive interest in all their pursuits.        Cont….. 



 

 

There is no member of the family who does not remember her with anything other than 
huge love and affection, whilst wearing a very wide smile. Always generous, we knew that 
if a bed and/or a meal was required, Jillian would be at the ready to help and there would 
be interesting and amusing stories to share. She had friends in all parts of the world and 
over her lifetime, travelled not only throughout Europe but also across the U.S.A., 
Australasia, the Far East & Asia, Egypt and Oman, to name but a few.  Having been 
widowed in 2004, in more recent years and accompanied by any one of her large, 
extended family or friends, Jillian travelled high in the Himalayas, covered a whole stretch 
of the Silk Road, danced a jive on a Vietnamese River cruise, rode camels in the desert and, 
whilst seated on an Australian boulder enjoying a camp lunch at Uluru (Ayres Rock), found 
herself talking to an English doctor from a Hertfordshire practice, which had previously 
belonged to a former associate!  

In her life Jillian was an astute businesswoman who became a 
‘silver surfer’ in her 80s’ and who continued to deal in antiques to 
the end. She loved all animals, took an extremely active interest in 
current affairs, had a strong sense of loyalty, cared very much 
about her community and took seriously her role as a Parish 
Councillor, until health complications caused her sad passing on 6th 
March 2020. Although not Covid related, Jillian’s funeral was 
subject to the restrictions at the time, taking place at Crimp Hill Cemetery, Old Windsor, 
where she was buried with her late husband, Michael.   

Jillian was an inspirational character and I’m sure the family are not alone in missing her 
very much and the colourful contribution she made to our lives.  

Claire Grenfell 
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Wraysbury Tango Club 
A new club is opening in the village, but what is it about? 

Coming out of a year of on-line isolation there seems to be no better time to explore new 
music, a new dance, and experience a room of real people moving together.     

Argentine Tango is a social dance. Most people associate it with dramatic shows, lots of 
flicking legs, turning heads, and even some lifts. Those moves do not exist in the 
Argentinian social dance that is best described as two people in a walking embrace. The 
music, from 1930s/1940s Buenos Aires, is never heard on UK radio or television and yet is 
adored by thousands across the country who gather in village halls and community 
centres to listen, dance, and socialise. 

The attractions of tango become obvious very quickly, perhaps explained in part by many 
scientific studies that show tango (above all other forms of dance) has clear physical and 
emotional benefits. However we don’t do it for the science, we do it because it’s fun. 

Why in Wraysbury? Well we’ve lived here for nearly 30 years so that’s a 
good start. For the last 10 years we have been teaching weekly and running 
large tango events outside the area (in West Berks) but our own post-
lockdown recovery plan is to stay closer to home. We already know that 
was a long overdue decision. We would be delighted if you join us on this 
new tango journey… 

David & Marion  Email: connect@tango-journey.com 



 

 

 
Modern Mortgage Solutions  

Personalised Mortgage Finance  
 

 

The Best Mortgage For You 

With specialist expertise and comprehensive software, we find 
and arrange the best mortgage for your personal needs. 

 

Support from Start to Finish 

From initial consultation through to completion, we liaise on your 
behalf between your lender, solicitor, surveyor and estate agent 
to help speed your purchase. 

 

Whatever You Need 

Whether it’s your first home, moving on to suit family needs, 
investing in a buy-to-let, equity release or downsizing to retire,  
we are here for you with the latest advice and personalised help. 
 

Peace Of Mind 

Protecting you and your loved ones for the future with tailored 
mortgage protection is a priority. We can make sure you have the 
right type and amount of protection so you have peace of mind.  

 

Talk To Us Without Obligation 

Phone today for a chat or make an appointment.  
 

Yulisha Naidoo CeMAP, CeRER 
Mortgage and Protection Adviser 

Tel:  020 8787 5225, Mobile:  07985 525 439 

E mail: yulisha.naidoo@modsols.co.uk 

www.modsols.co.uk  

http://www.modsols.co.uk
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 Community Spotlight – John Starbrook 

John Starbrook has lived in Wraysbury for over 50 years and has 

probably covered every single inch either running, walking or 

cycling in training. He has run 52 marathons since the age of 53 and 

raised over £50,000 for charity, which was recognised by Prince 

Charles at a garden party at Buckingham Palace. He is now, at age 

90, an ambassador for Age UK, one of Lorraine Kelly’s Heroes for 

Leukaemia Research, has appeared on Blue Peter in the “My 

Grandad Can” feature, been the inspiration for Chris Evans to do a 

marathon himself and had the honour of a chat with Captain Sir 

Tom Moore earlier this year.  

John is an unassuming man who believes in helping others and has never forgotten his 

roots in the East End. He still lives in his beloved Wraysbury and can be found open water 

swimming three times a week, doing spinning classes at the gym most days or playing 

water polo at Hampton every Sunday.  

This is his story: 

John’s start in life was tough. Unfortunately, John’s father 

passed away when he was only 3 months old and his mother 

Emily was not able to bring up her 5 children alone. The children 

were taken into care and John was brought up by the Sisters of 

Nazareth in Hoxton, East London. Apart from his evacuation to 

another convent in Swansea during the war, John lived in East 

London until he was 15, and is proud to be a true Cockney. The 

siblings couldn’t be together but kept in touch all their lives. 

John loved sport from an early age and 

swimming was his first passion. When he left the convent and found 

digs with a family in Croydon at the age of 15, he joined the local 

Amphibians Swimming Club where he taught others to swim and 

competed for the team. He was so talented that his employers were 

persuaded to allow him time off for races when needed. He was also 

a valued member of the Sea Cadets. Sport must have been in his 

blood, as his brother Dave Starbrook competed in 3 Olympic Games, 

winning silver and bronze medals in Judo for Great Britain. 

After various jobs, National Service beckoned when John was 18, and 

he joined the Royal Medical Corp.  



 

 

It was at a mutual friend’s wedding  that romance struck, and John fell in love with one of 

the bridesmaids, Judy, who he married in Croydon in 1961. They celebrate their Diamond 

Wedding anniversary this year. 

John typically wanted to live near water and they moved to a bungalow in Lammas Drive in 

Wraysbury in 1968, where they met neighbours Arthur Walters (a local historian) and the 

Andersons, Pearl and Bob. A son and two daughters followed who all went to Wraysbury 

Primary School, where Judy later worked as School Secretary between 1978 and 1986. John 

worked at the Egham Council Offices until 1975 and was then “John the Egg Man”, a driver 

for Wraysbury Farm Supplies until he retired at 65.  

In June 1975, on Friday 13th, tragedy struck when their lovely home burnt down for no 

apparent reason. Luckily, all the family were out when the blaze took hold. Judy, returning 

from the school run, quickly realised that their house couldn’t be saved but had the 

soundness of mind to aim a hose onto the neighbour’s property (also being timber), 

preventing the fire’s spread until the Fire Brigade arrived. A week in a tent followed  so 2 

adults, 3 children, 2 dogs, 1 cat and several ducks all lived shoulder to shoulder in the 

garden until a houseboat became their new home. The house was rebuilt and they moved 

back in 1976 but the proposed moving-in date of Friday 13th was vehemently rejected! 

John always liked to help with local causes and the opening of Heron Lake for disabled 

water skiing and swimming was something close to his heart. So, with Wraysbury School 

Fundraising, he agreed to do a parachute jump with his son Mark and close friends Roy 

Harvey and Roy Gibson (former Wraysbury headteacher and caretaker respectively) 

enabling the lake to open.  

It was in 1983 that John was watching the London Marathon on TV and 

thought “I would love to do that”. He was a bit late applying and had to 

run into the TSB in Staines on the last application day. As he approached 

the lady behind the till, gasping for air, she was very surprised to hear he 

wanted a marathon entry form! They both laughed about it afterwards.  

Never having run before, he just set off to train 

around the roads without a personal trainer, any running apps or 

even proper running shoes. Through sheer determination, John 

completed his first marathon in 4¼ hours and was the first runner to 

raise money for Leukaemia and Action for the Crippled Child (Action 

Medical Research), having personal connections with both charities. 

It was an exhausting experience though and so John decided it was 

time to get some proper advice. He joined Runnymede Runners 

where he met great coaches and made lifelong friends. Since then, 

John has missed only 3 London Marathons between 1984 and 2018 

due to injury.   

London Marathon 
medals 

John with Runnymede 

Runner Sally 
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John’s running career has taken him around the world, competing in New York, Los 

Angeles, Majorca, France as well as the Lake District and London, of course. He’s also met 

many celebrities through his fundraising including Angela Rippon, Barbara Windsor, Esther 

Rantzen and Prince Charles.  

Swimming still plays a big part in John’s life and at 82, he swam across the 5th largest 

whirlpool in the world in an Island-to-Island swim in the Scottish Highlands.  

John’s doctor told him to stop running after he discovered arthritis in one knee, but he has 

run 15 marathons since then. John also believes that running has cured his migraines, that 

he had suffered with since a child.  

Now at 90, John has finally stopped running but as you can see from the 

beginning of this article, still keeps fit and walks his dog Fudge for at least 

5 miles daily. I’m not sure what the dog thinks but she must be one of 

the fittest pooches around! 

Sue Britton 

 

 

John meeting Prince Charles 

 

John with Barbara Windsor 



 

 

Full English or Full Service? 

It may seem odd to begin this article by comparing the Motor trade with a Full English 
Breakfast, but bear with me as the analogy is quite surprising! 

Depicted in the pictures are what we like to call an “English Breakfast”. Now depending 
on where you purchase the breakfast, you can be served two very different things, as 
seen above. Does the dish have hash browns, with mushrooms or no mushrooms?  Oh, 
and does it have black pudding? Imagine you are in a café, having just ordered your 
breakfast, salivating at the thought of your mushrooms, black pudding and grilled 
tomato…you just can’t wait! Then it is placed in front of you only to find that it has none 
of them! However, it has bacon, sausage, beans, hash browns etc. The thing is, you 
cannot complain, all you can do is make an observation, noting that it was not what you 
expected. Your perception of a Full English, may not be someone else’s. It also comes 
down to price, was it a lower price Full English? Well then, it’s understandable that it 
lacks a few of the ingredients. Obviously if you specifically asked for certain items and 
did not get them, then that’s an entirely different story. 

So, how can a cooked breakfast be compared to the motor industry?  

You call up your local garage wanting to book your car in for a service. You are advised 
that a Full Service is due and you duly sign up. But what are you getting within that ‘Full 
Service’? Do you ask? If you do and receive an answer of “we do everything”, are you 
happy with that response? What is everything?  

A Full Service at one garage will be different to another. Some will include spark plug 
replacement, some won’t. Some will include air and fuel filters, some won’t. Almost all 
will change the oil and oil filter but that in itself leads to another question; oil - is it the 
right oil? So many businesses buy oil in bulk deemed as a ‘one size fits all’. The issue here 
is that one size does not fit all and your vehicle’s manufacturer has only allowed certain 
oils to be approved for its engines. Is your garage even telling you about the oil to be 
used and whether it is approved? The next question is do you care? If the answer is no, 
then the cheapest option may be the one for you, but since we may spend thousands if 
not tens of thousands on our cars, and they have a specific service schedule, then is this 
not a question worth asking? 
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Following on from oil, we move to parts, will you be getting quality? By this I mean either 
genuine or original equivalent. The garage should be able to answer these questions and 
list the type and make of parts on the invoice. Going back to our analogy, it is a bit like 
wanting to know if your sausages have been sourced locally using free range pork and the 
same goes for the eggs! If the restaurant cannot provide an answer to these questions, you 
would start to wonder what is in the food being served? 

It is always hard to know what work should be carried out and when on your own car, after 
all that is what the garage is for…...isn’t it? The problem is that unless businesses invest in 
systems to tell them what is due to be replaced and when, then they will be guessing, and 
we all know where guessing got us! 

A Full Service can be as varied as a Full English and as long as you are happy with the 
product and service you have paid for then it matters not. Just be aware that you may not 
be getting what you expect. If you are comparing prices, without knowing it, you could be 
comparing the price for a Full English at one establishment with the price for a bacon 
sandwich at another. No comparison!!! 

I am of the opinion that within a Full Service there should be a full vehicle inspection, 
including a brake and suspension check, air, oil and fuel filters plus spark plug replacement 
if it is a petrol vehicle. At the time of booking ask if the oil, air, fuel filters and spark plugs 
are replaced and with what brand. At least then you will know if they either are, or are not, 
included in the price. You can also ask if you will get a service check sheet with your 
invoice, that way you will know what has or has not been done. Many garages will email 
these to you beforehand if you ask, you can see what you are getting before you book. It 
should never be too much trouble. 

Lastly there are other service items that come up from time to time such as gearbox oil 
changes, cabin filters and brake fluid changes. Your garage of choice should be able to 
advise you on when all of this is needed as recommended by the manufacturer. Don’t be 
shy in asking the questions and if you don’t get the answer you want, maybe it’s time to 
ask elsewhere? 

So, to sum up, is a Full Service a Full Service? Well not exactly. Similar to the Full English we 
started with. 

 

Jay Wheatley 

Director at Lakeside Garage, Wraysbury 
IMI Master Technician 

    

  



 

 

 
A message from David Cannon  

RBWM Councillor for Datchet, Horton 
& Wraysbury ward 

 

 

Asked to write a few words for Wraysbury & Horton News, I defaulted to penning some 
lines about how well our villages had pulled together through COVID but a conversation 
with a friend, who knows me well, gave me a different perspective and so instead, I shall 
offer up my thoughts on our village life and what I believe makes our villages so special.  

As a person brought up in a village, having lived in villages for the vast majority of my life 
and resident in Datchet for 35 years, I was delighted to have the opportunity to get to 
know Wraysbury and Horton better, when I became your ward councillor in May 2019. I 
have thoroughly enjoyed exploring the ward on foot, by cycle, car and by canoe.  

I am very proud of and grateful for, the local support, the acceptance of the villagers and 
the warmth and passion of the community spirit here. I have so many great memories of 
local events at the pubs, on the green, around Ankerwycke and out meeting residents to 
help with queries and issues. Fund raisers and litter picks, fairs and pantos have dotted 
my diary over the recent years and always been such well attended, positive events. I am 
proud to represent this close-knit community as part of my ward and look forward to us 
returning to these happier times again soon, where we can continue to shop local and 
support our local tradesmen and businesses.  

My role enables me to do what I love the most - helping my community. Whether it is a 
planning query, working to restore our local waterways, improving our flood prevention 
or getting bins collected, I thoroughly enjoy being in the privileged position of being your 
elected representative and being able to help with our community issues.  

As we move forward post lockdown, what are we looking forward to most? I believe it is 
the very essences of our villages, to meet and see each other, enjoy local events, support 
each other and appreciate all that we have. To work together on local matters and 
continue making the villages such wonderful places to live. 

I am looking forward to seeing as many of you as possible in the months ahead at 
community events, out for a drink or a coffee and would like to express my thanks for 
your support which enables me to represent and support all our residents.  

You can always contact me for assistance or to share your views with me 
at cllr.cannon@RBWM.gov.uk or 07976 881831 

David Cannon 

 

tel:07976%20881831
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A message from your RBWM Councillor Gary Muir 

Datchet, Horton and Wraysbury Ward 
During the last few months as Ward Councillor for Datchet, Horton and Wraysbury and 
Deputy Mayor of the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead I have continued to be in 
regular contact with local residents and charities. Although it has been a sad and 
challenging time for hundreds of people I have been impressed with the way communities 
have pulled together and been a good neighbour to each other. We are lucky in our area 
that there is a strong community spirit and it is the way residents and businesses have 
helped each other that has seen us this far through the pandemic. 

In my spare time I have been very fortunate to spend many happy 
hours in the open air at the Blue Acre Horse Sanctuary, hopefully my 
skills are improving but it does still take me rather a long time to round 
up the chickens!   

I expect like me, you are missing the social life we would usually have 
been enjoying at this time of year, but to beat the virus we do need to 
follow the government guidance with regard to social distancing, hand 

washing and face coverings. Together we will get through this difficult time so please do 
keep up the good work and hopefully brighter times are ahead. I am very much looking 
forward to seeing you and supporting our local charities and businesses in the not-too-
distant future.  

Please don’t hesitate to get in touch if I can be of  assistance with any local issues. 

Gary Muir 

PENNYFIELDS 

27 High Street Wraysbury 

01784 482447 

Monday to Saturday 10am—5pm 

Closed Sunday 

Hardware, Flowers and Pet Food 

Orders taken 

** Now also taking in Dry Cleaning ** 

 

Andy invites you to have a browse 



 

 

A message from your RBWM Councillor 

Ewan Larcombe 

Datchet, Horton and Wraysbury Ward 

 

RIVER THAMES SCHEME Channel 1 recap and update 

In October 2019 Surrey County Council announced funding of £237m for the River Thames 
Scheme (RTS) between Egham and Teddington as part of the Surrey Flood Alleviation 
Programme.  

However, in March 2020 the Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead announced that 
there was a partnership funding shortfall of about £43m for the RTS section lying within 
Datchet and Wraysbury (Channel 1) and in August 2020 it was confirmed that this section 
would not proceed.    

In September of last year Wraysbury Parish Council raised a petition to RBWM “to honour 
its commitment to partnership funding of the River Thames Scheme”.  

The petition closed in April 2021 and achieved nearly 1,600 signatures. At the time of 
writing the petition is due to be debated at the end of April (unfortunately, the magazine 
will already have gone to print by then).  

In February 2021 a joint RBWM/EA letter stated in part: 

As you know, the River Thames Scheme Channel that was proposed for within Royal 

Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead, is not going ahead following the decision by the 

Sponsorship Group to not include it, as the Borough was not able to commit to its 

contribution at this time.  

Flood risk remains a very real threat in the area, with a history of floods that have had a 

devastating effect on communities. Working together, the Royal Borough and the 

Environment Agency are looking into the different options there may be to try and reduce 

the flood risk to these communities. Funding sources and timescales are still unknown at 

this stage as we are still considering what options there are. 

WRAYSBURY DRAIN  

RBWM has recently agreed that as Lead Local Flood Authority they (1) are responsible for 
and (2) have the powers to ensure that this ancient channel is capable of functioning as 
land drainage infrastructure. I look forward to works that will reinstate both water levels 
and flows across the Ward in the near future. 

Ewan Larcombe 

Cllr.larcombe@rbwm.gov.uk / 01753 544302 
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WRAYSBURY VILLAGE TRUST (250 CLUB) 

Once again Sue & Dawn have given us a chance to connect with our members and 
readers of the Wraysbury & Horton News and I thank you both for all your hard work 
throughout these most challenging times. The excitement of receiving the magazine  
and reading all the articles is also a part of keeping the villages together.   

The Wraysbury Village Trust has not been able to arrange our usual AGM and social 
gatherings and I write this in the knowledge that as soon as we can, we will organise the 
belated AGM and fundraising events and will keep all our members updated. I would 
also like to take this opportunity to thank all our members who paid their membership 
fees last July and welcome new members. 

Our Spring/Summer and Christmas Draws took place and cheques were duly handed 
out. Congratulations to all those who won and a thank you for the donation back into 
our charity. We have been able to assist with financial support for various clubs and the 
wonderful Remembrance Day poppies and pictures displayed by Andy Davison and 
team on behalf of the Wraysbury Village Trust. 

A huge thanks to Mark from the Village Halls who is looking after our Community Bus 
keeping it ready for more use. These have been challenging times for all of us, but I do 
hope that we are all moving forward and we as a charity will be able to assist those 
societies that work hard on making our village immensely proud. Let us look forward to 
all meeting up soon. 

Please do not hesitate to contact any one of the Committee if you would like to know 
more about the WVT. Our telephone number is listed in the Directory of Clubs and 
Organisations at the back of this magazine. 

Best wishes from our President Roger Chapman. 

Marilyn Ferguson, Chairman  

Please remember and give thanks for the lives of the following: 

 Jean Bryden    Frank Burr   Archie Gillies  

 Judith Henderson  Joyce Histead   Barbara Hutt  

 Harold Hutt    Peter Knott   Robin Nichols 

 Victor Oliver   Douglas Roberts Jean Schubert  

 Jillian Sinclair-Hill  John Sleep   Terry Van Santen 
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We have certainly faced some challenging times over the last year or so but hopefully we 

can now start to see some normality returning to our lives.  

During this unprecedented period, I have noticed just how strong our community spirit is. I 

think sometimes in our busy lives we do forget just how important a close community 

should be. I know my colleagues from TVP and our partner agencies are looking forward to 

our continued close working relationship with you all. 

As the days get warmer and the evenings lighter we will all want to see our family and 

friends and enjoy our gorgeous surroundings. Please respect one another but if you do see 

any crime or Anti-Social Behaviour occurring please report this directly to us via 101, online 

or 999 in an emergency.  

Make sure you keep your property secure including any outbuildings, keeping windows and 

doors closed and if you need any safety advice please feel free to contact one of the team. 

We have a hardworking dedicated team who are out to prevent and deal with any 

unacceptable behaviour. Please be reassured that we are out in the community along with 

our colleagues from RBWM.  

We are currently working to bring all our communities 

together including our rural and farming community and the 

challenges they face. If you do witness any rural or wildlife 

crime taking place please report it straight away so we can 

deal with it accordingly.  

A good news story was that of Sgt Doug Grant attending an 

incident of anti-social behaviour and on attendance the 

offenders left their dog tied up outside the local store. There 

was evidence to suggest it was being used in wildlife crime, it 

was malnourished and had a skin condition. Due to this the 

dog was seized and is now happy, in a good condition and 

looking for her forever home.  

Stay safe and I look forward to seeing you all soon. 

PCSO C9244 Les Bradfield  
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• Igniting passion and compassion for women and with women in Wraysbury and 

throughout the world.  

• Creative opportunities to make items which might meet community needs both here 

and in the world.  

• An environment for women that’s Welcoming, Friendly, Accepting, Loving, & Caring!  

We work with a US charity daysforgirls.org making washable menstruation kits for girls 

around the world who otherwise would miss 4 or 5 days of school every month. 

Everyone is welcome to join us, you don't have to be experienced at sewing - there is 

ironing and cutting to be done and tea and coffee to be made! We put a reminder on 

the Stitch Facebook page before each session or you can email us  

at wraysburystitch@gmail.com if you want more information or contact us via the 

Stitch Facebook page. You can read about the work of the charity, and about how we 

contribute to it, and other ways you can help, at www.wraysburystitch.blogspot.com  

We really hope that soon after you read this the Stitch group will be meeting again. We 

are planning to restart on the last Saturday in July from 10am to noon.  Our usual 

'home' is St Andrew's Annexe but we are going to start off at Champney Hall in Horton 

as it's a much bigger space so we can spread out more. We will be asking people to 

wear masks while inside for the protection of our more vulnerable team members, but 

we can use the outside space too. Our first meeting on July 31st will be more of a catch 

up giving us the opportunity to sort out what we have already made and see how many 

kits can be packed. After that (28th August, 25th September etc.) we hope to get sewing 

again. We have two young ladies looking forward to joining us as part of their Duke of 

Edinburgh award scheme and welcome enquiries from anyone else who would like to 

join us. 

 Do feel free to pop in and join us for a cuppa. 

file:///C:/Users/DF/Google%20Drive%20(wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com)/114%20June%202021/Articles/daysforgirls.org
mailto:WraysburyStitch@Gmail.com
http://www.wraysburystitch.blogspot.com/
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In memory of FRANK BURR 
When Frank came into the world on the 14th April, 1925 it was a 
surprise to everyone. He was the younger of twins and his mother 
had no idea there were two of them until the doctor delivered his 
sister Pat and said, “That’s the first one”. 

Instead, he went to work at an insurance company where he worked his way up, studying 
for his qualifications at home and then launching his own company, Burns Burr in 1967. 
Frank was popular with his clients, including George Harrison and Ringo Starr.  

During the war, Frank joined the Navy where at 17, he trained as a Signaller, learning 
Morse code and semaphore. He served on convoy escort duty in the North Atlantic, was 
based for a year in Iceland and after D-Day, was on a minesweeper clearing the English 
Channel. Unfortunately he was at sea on VE day and missed all the celebrations! 

Around 1950 he moved with his parents to Wraysbury when they took over the local 
newsagents on the High St, a few doors down from the Chapel. He was popular at local 
dances, being a good dancer and also having a motorbike. Unable to repair the motorbike 
himself, he got his friends to do it in exchange for sorting out their insurances. 

Frank met Maureen, the love of his life, at a dance in the village. They were married at St. 
Andrew’s church in 1953. They had two sons and in 1971, Frank fulfilled his dream of 
moving to Garson Lane where he lived until his death. 

Frank was active in village life, an early 
supporter of the 250 charity club and 
secretary of the Football Club. He 
supported Maureen at the tennis club 
during her time as President and was 
always present at the Club’s events. 

Frank was a keen footballer who played centre-forward for Wraysbury.  He also played 
hockey, tennis and badminton but his biggest love was golf, a member of Wentworth Club 
for 55 years and having a handicap of 9. After he stopped playing at the age of 84, he 
remained an honorary member and was their longest standing member. 

Frank’s children and grandchildren have happy memories of summers 
where Frank would cremate chops on the BBQ and then endanger their 
lives with rides on his sit-on mower which always threatened to end up in 
the pond. He was delighted to attend his granddaughter’s wedding in 2019 
where he danced all night and stole the show! 

A “quick” walk to the High Street ended up taking all morning as he 
stopped and chatted to his many friends. With a good sense of humour, 
loads of energy and enthusiasm, Frank will be sadly missed but fondly 
remembered by his friends and family. 

He left school at 14 because his family couldn’t afford the grammar 
school uniform but didn’t follow his father into the family cabinet-
making business which was just as well as he was hopeless at DIY.  
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WRAYSBURY SUMMER FAIR 

It was with a very heavy heart that we once again had to cancel the Summer Fair this 
year. Whilst I sincerely hope that when you read this we will be close to normality, the 
12th of June was always going to be too early for such a large event, even without any 
delays in the Roadmap.    

We did of course consider moving the date from its usual June home, but we are certain 
that as soon as we are allowed, everyone’s diaries will very quickly fill up, impacting on 
the footfall at the event, and of course the availability of our wonderful volunteers. As I’m 
sure you are aware, this event requires lots of commitment and support from a great 
many special people.  

The fair is an opportunity for lots of local businesses and societies to showcase what they 
have to offer so to support them as best we can, we have been featuring them on our 
Facebook page. Your interest means so much to them so please, if you have not already 
seen these, head over to the Wraysbury Village Fair page on Facebook and take a look.   

Finally, I want to say thank you, to you, our wonderful community for looking out for each 
other over the last 18 months, in the most difficult of times. The fair for me is all about 
community and a celebration of all that is great and I think we will have a huge amount to 
celebrate in 2022.   

So until then, stay safe and be kind. 

Faye Bowerman 



 

 

Church News 

From St. Andrew’s Wraysbury and  

St. Michael’s Horton 

A Future for the Church? 

Hopefully, the woes of 2020-21 will 

mostly be over by the time this is published and life will have returned to some kind of 

normality. As I write, the Prime Minister has just announced that the roadmap leading 

to these sunny uplands shows that we are still on course. The Percy and the George 

should be opening for those who are happy to eat and drink outside. But what is the 

Church going to be like in these new conditions? Will there even be a Church? And how 

might it be different? 

One of the things that changed during the various lockdowns is that very much content 

went online. It was a challenging experience. We had to learn how to Zoom, to 

livestream, to upload and download, and to become YouTube creators! Virtual Church 

went out on Facebook and WhatsApp, and our clever members bravely ventured into 

the digital world and picked up dozens of new skills.  

With all this came questions though. Are we still the Church if we are not meeting and 

worshipping together? For me there is a qualified yes. The feeling grew strongly on me, 

that the same God who is present with me on one side of the computer screen is also 

present with my sister or brother on the other side. The risen Lord Jesus is now in 

heaven and is not bound by the restrictions of time and space. All times and places – 

and people - are before Him, even under lockdown, in the great NOW of eternity. 

The powers that be in the Church of England tell us that digital Church is here to stay, 

even when in-person church resumes. We are discovering new members online, people 

who turn up on digital services who we don’t see in our physical services. We also 

always have people who would love to be with us in church but can’t, because they 

have become frail or are unwell, or not able to drive any more, because they are away 

on business a lot or need to give 24-hour care to a family member. So we will go on 

connecting with people into the future, using whatever means are available, including 

digital ones. However there are all sorts of things to be worked through, for example: 

what is the quality of discipleship when we can engage simply by “liking” a post, or 

watching a video for a couple of minutes or even leaving it playing while we make a cup 

of tea? How do we foster a corporate identity with people we don’t physically meet? 

And what becomes of the Church of England’s parish system when we have viewers 

from the Midlands, Yorkshire, Scandinavia, Canada, the USA…? And how can clergy, 

already in many cases struggling with multiple churches, find the time and energy to 

take on an additional virtual church as well?  
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When we give time to nurturing our digital congregation, how can it not be at the cost of 

reducing the time available to our physical parishioners? But for now we are just very 

grateful that technology has given the means to communicate with people at all… 

As a vicar it is impossible not to be aware of the terrible human cost of the pandemic. 

There have been many funerals, some of them of people whose lives and contributions to 

our community are celebrated elsewhere in this issue. Not a few have been a great shock 

to the families concerned because those who died appeared to be in the pink of good 

health. It has been deeply painful to become aware of these sudden shocking 

bereavements, of people not allowed to visit a dying parent because of the restrictions, of 

grieving people who have been excluded from funeral services because of strict limitations 

on attendance. For what it is worth your local churches have been labouring in prayer for 

those who are struggling with such heavy burdens. Good Friday has been especially 

poignant for me this year as we have considered afresh the sufferings of Jesus, the Man of 

Sorrows, going through the terrible suffering which was the cost of His loving identification 

with us. If you have ever asked, “Where is God in all this?” - start here. 

2020/21 was also really hard on those planning to be married. Long cherished plans had to 

be abandoned as weddings were either banned altogether or restricted to tiny numbers – 

who wants to celebrate what should be the best day of their life with just a handful of 

others present? Some faced the heartbreak of repeated postponements as hoped-for 

relaxations of the rules did not materialise, others lost their incomes to Covid and had to 

cancel altogether. It was awful. At the present moment couples are cautiously starting to 

re-book. Let’s hope we have a summer of joyful weddings in store. 

But the more we have missed each other, the gladder we have been to come back together 

and meet once more in person. Our churches finally resumed Sunday worship before 

Easter. Although our instincts were to shout from the rooftops that we are back in business 

at last, we had to keep a low profile because we were still under restrictions on numbers 

and we didn’t want to find ourselves forced to turn people away. We had to book in, wear 

masks, keep social distance, forego wine in communion, and perhaps the most missed, no 

congregational singing (though we were allowed a choir of up to three, who really lifted 

our hearts.) It’s all been worth it for the sheer happiness of being together again. 

So if the church were to learn anything from these disturbing times, I hope it would be to 

become a more people-centred, open-hearted and compassionate Church, more aware 

and more supportive of one another in our struggles. This is surely what the Lord who 

came to share our flesh and blood, our joys and our sufferings, wants for us. Perhaps we 

lose sight of His goals when we are preoccupied with our busy programmes, our 

committees, our overstressed and anxious lives. Perhaps it takes a pandemic to make us 

stop and ask ourselves what is it that truly matters. “Love God and love your neighbour,” 

said Jesus.                      

                    Cont... 



 

 

To this end I share with you the following notice, which I found pinned up in a church in a 
little country village in Hampshire, back in distant times when holidays were still allowed: 

This Church is Dedicated to the Kingship of Jesus Christ. 

Jesus is the Head, not the Bishop, not the Vicar, not the Church Council or the people – but 
Jesus Christ. 

All are very welcome through the doors of His house. When you come, forgive the human 
weaknesses of the people you will find here: it is Jesus Christ who waits to greet you. 

Especially welcome are the little children, the sick, the lonely, the unloved, the weak, the 
confused, the overstressed, the hurting, the worried, the anxious, the abandoned, those 
whose friendships and marriages have broken, those who are searching for more meaning, 
and those who cannot understand these difficult times. This is your home. Christ awaits 
your coming. 

Also welcome are the proud, the arrogant, the cynical, the critical and the egocentric, those 
who are independent, those who are strong and feel they need no help. Don’t kid yourself, 
your home is here also - you must admit it eventually! 

We will not ask for your money. We will not give you a job to do. We will not ask you to 
hold a coffee morning to raise funds. We will not ask you to restore a building. 

We will meet with Jesus Christ and worship God together. We will meet each other’s needs 
and learn to understand each other. We will shed the burden of all the pretence in our lives 
and take the risk of being humble and vulnerable. 

That’s the kind of Church I would like to belong to.  

With much love and prayer from everyone at St Michael’s and St Andrew’s Churches,  

The Reverend Colin Gibson 

Are you seeking support from  St Andrew’s or St Michael’s? 

Contact the Reverend Colin Gibson  

on 01784 481258 or vicar.hortonandwraysbury@gmail.com 

 
 

 

 
For further information check out our Facebook page and websites: 

www.standrewswraysbury.co.uk / www.stmichaels-horton.org 

mailto:vicar.hortonandwraysbury@gmail.com
http://www.standrewswraysbury.co.uk
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Once the crisis is over, Vicar Colin will resume hosting open sessions called "More Tea 

Vicar" approximately once a fortnight at one or other of the two churches, usually 10am 

to 11am.  This is the ideal opportunity to see the vicar to discuss a wedding or a 

Christening, ask about church records, bring up questions about life and faith, ask about 

changes to a grave or anything else you think he can help with.   

Please check the church groups on Facebook, the calendar on 

Wraysbury.com or contact Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury@gmail.com for 

more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to Covid-19 & current restrictions St. Andrew’s Church choir is unable to meet.  

If you are interested in joining and singing at  

Sunday Services, Weddings, Christmas and other times once restrictions are lifted  

please contact the organist David Gamble 

on  07929441994 OR David_Gamble99@hotmail.com  

mailto:Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury@gmail.com


 

 

REGULAR CHURCH ACTIVITIES INCLUDE 
The following groups are looking forward to re-starting as soon as permitted. Please 

contact the organiser if you would like to be updated when they plan to recommence. 

Ladies’ Fellowship “The Better Portion”: 

1st Saturday of each month: 12-2.00pm in the Annexe at St Andrew’s. 

Mary 01784 483845: Organisers will try to let people know if the meeting needs to be 
moved to another Saturday. 

Men’s Breakfast 

Meet every six weeks or so at St Andrew's Annexe between 8.30 & 10am on a Saturday. 

Tony Hermes 01784 391417 

Crafty Church at St Michael’s, Horton 

On the last Saturday of each month from 2pm to 4pm with Benta Hickley.  

Email: CraftyChurch@stmichaels-horton.org  or Tel: 07986 239 269. 

Refreshments provided. 

Stitch/Days for Girls 

On the last Saturday of each month from 10am to 12pm in St Andrew’s Annexe. 

Email: WraysburyStitch@gmail.com  or phone Alison Maitland on 01784 482770 

Bell-ringing Practice at St Andrew’s, Wraysbury 

Takes place every Wednesday evening from 7.30 pm in the belfry. Contact Roger 
Lewiston on 07973 725682 or email RogerLewiston@virgin.net  if you’d like to try your 
hand. More local people would be most welcome. 

BETTER PORTION 

Sadly, due to the Coronavirus, Better Portion, like so many other groups, stopped 
meeting from April 2020. Up until then we were meeting each month with a good 
number of ladies attending each time. Our meetings were run by a team of helpers, 
with both Beryl Waters and Mary Townend covering the Bible studies along with the 
occasional guest speaker. 

Better Portion has developed into a house group from what was once seen as more of 
an outreach meeting. The ladies have become closer and enjoy each other’s company 
and also exploring the word of God together and the thought provoking challenge the 
word can bring. 

We support a charity called Love Russia, which helps the orphans and single mums at 
the charity-run home, but sadly the collections for them have stopped for now. 

We don’t know what the future holds for this group; we just hope we can pick it back 
up again if the Lord wants it to continue, once this awful virus is done. 

If you would like more information, or would like to be contacted when we can start up 
again, please contact Mary on 01784 483845. 

mailto:CraftyChurch@stmichaels-horton.org
mailto:wraysburystitch@gmail.com
mailto:rogerlewiston@virgin.net
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REGULAR CHURCH SERVICES 

St. Andrew’s Wraysbury 
Unless circumstances prevent, St Andrew's meets at 11am every Sunday, normally for 
Parish Communion.  Please see www.StAndrewsWraysbury.co.uk for up-to-date 
information regarding the re-introduction of Informal Services and New Life Services as 
well as the long awaited Illuminate services. 

St. Michael’s Horton  
Unless circumstances prevent, St Michael's meets at 9:30am every Sunday for Parish 
Communion and most Thursdays at 11am for a Midweek Communion.  Please 
see www.StMichaels-Horton.org  for up-to-date information. 

At the time of writing, masks must be worn during church services, and visitors must 
maintain a significant distance from each other. In view of this, visitors to St Andrew's 
are asked to book a seat each time they plan to attend. Please see website for details. 

Virtual Church 
Sunday services are now live streamed regularly from St Andrew’s Church on to their 
Facebook page. St Michael’s has poor signal reception and is currently working on an 
installation to overcome this.  

Virtual Church “services” also go out during the week onto both churches’ Facebook pages 
and WhatsApp group. If you are not connected to either of these platforms you can go 
direct to YouTube and see Virtual Church by subscribing to Colin Gibson’s channel. Think 
Thought for the Day but with video; there is always a Bible reading and a prayer included. 
Look in the comments for a hymn or song for the day’s worship. The song doesn’t appear 
if you go direct to YouTube, but otherwise you can find all the back issues of Virtual 
Church there.  

Production values are not exactly Hollywood as we have neither the equipment nor the 
skills to gloss it all up, but at least it’s real. If there is anyone out there who has the skills 
and equipment and would like to help, we’d love to hear from you! 

 

Little Lambs 

A church based toddler group 

We are so sorry that we haven't been able to see all the Little Lambs recently!!  We 

plan to reopen as soon as we are able to and will let you know where and when as 

soon as we can!  If you would like to be added to the list of people we will contact 

please call Becky Webb on 07843 386585 or email the church 

on Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury@gmail.com 

http://www.standrewswraysbury.co.uk/
http://www.stmichaels-horton.org/
mailto:Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury@gmail.com


 

 

St. Michael’s Crafty Church  

 

 

 

 

 

We hope that by the time you read this we are getting very close to being able to meet 
every month!  We have moved to the last Saturday of the month and hopefully from 
31st July we will be in St. Michael's church from 2pm to 4pm. There is no charge and the 
kettle usually goes on at about 3pm.  

Come and join us; bring your own crafts or come and see what others are doing!  We 
usually have donated fabric and wool available and we have been given a Sizzix die 
cutter but we are happy to bring other craft resources if there is anything specific you 
want to try.   

We would like to start offering mini workshops so if you are able to offer to share your 
skills we'd love to learn something new! 

Pop in or contact us on CraftyChurch@StMichaels-Horton.org or 07986 239269 if you 
have any questions. We send out a reminder text or email each month a week or so 
before each session, just let us know if you'd like to be added to the list. Children are 
welcome if they are working on a craft project but must be accompanied by an adult.    

St Andrew’s Garden Party at The Grange  

Saturday 4th September 2021 

In 2020, for the first time in 15 years, the annual Garden Party at The Grange was 
unable to take place due to the Covid Pandemic. Glyn Larcombe and St Andrew’s 
Church are delighted to announce that, if circumstances allow, a Garden Party at The 
Grange will be held on Saturday 4th September 2021. 

Please SAVE THE DATE and watch out for advertisements during August when you will 
be invited to come to: 

Wear a hat – the more outrageous the better. There will be hat competitions to enter 
and at least one ‘Hat Parade’ for all hat wearers. Be prepared to join in the fun with the 
usual stalls, food, drinks, games and music. 

We look forward to seeing you there. 

mailto:CraftyChurch@stmichaels-horton.org
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Remembering VICTOR OLIVER 
Vic was born and brought up in Argyle Road, Ealing. His father 
was a  headmaster and heavily involved in the FA, a passion that 
he passed onto Vic. Vic was only 12 when war broke out which 
badly interrupted his secondary education. However, he went on 
to Acton Tech where he met his great friend Ray Armfield.   

Meanwhile, Ruby was born in Ealing too, where her parents had a 
leather shop on the green.  The family were quite “well-to-do” 
and Ruby enjoyed a grand piano and a governess.  She was a good 
swimmer and met Vic at Ealing Baths.   

In 1944 Vic became an apprentice toolmaker with Hoover in Perivale. Although he 
completed it later, this was interrupted when he volunteered for the Navy, something he 
had wanted to do from a young age. In April 1946 he was posted to Portsmouth and 
served on the King George V and on Motor Torpedo Boats, patrolling coastal waters. 
Leaving the navy after 21 months, his discharge papers from the Captain read “One of the 
best young ERAs we have had. Should make a top rate tradesman with more 
experience.  Reliable and intelligent.  Should go a long way in time “. 

After the war, Vic’s mother bought a weekend bungalow called Fourwinds in Old Ferry 
Drive.  Petrol was in short supply so Vic and Ruby would often cycle down from Ealing and, 
on one occasion, had to jump off their bikes and dive into a ditch by the roadside when 
they heard the noise of a Doodlebug. It landed close by and exploded, with Vic and Ruby 
covered with the leaves from the overhanging tree. In 1951, Vic married Ruby with Ray as 
his best man. Then they moved into the bungalow and re-built it into a substantial and 
permanent home. Sometimes, Ruby would have to row sons Brian and Mick through 
flooded Old Ferry Drive to get to school. In 1960, Vic and Ruby moved in with Ruby’s 
mother in Sunnymeads. Vic then set up his own business called Smart and Oliver Services 
or “SOS” with a former colleague, Ken Smart. 

Vic and Ruby immersed themselves in village life with amateur dramatics, the 
Magna Carta Country Winemakers and the annual fete. When Vic and Ruby’s son Mick 
reached cubs age and there was no pack in the village, Ruby was persuaded to 
become Akela, ably supported by Vic for over 10 years. When their son got involved in 
swimming, Vic’s interest was re-kindled and he became a teacher and coach. Vic was also 
an enthusiastic footballer until a knee injury curtailed his playing days. He did, however, 
act as a steward at Wembley for internationals, the FA Cup final and the World Cup final.  

Vic showed much patience with Ruby towards the end of her life. 
Since her death, he showed considerable resolve and 
independence, always being upbeat. Vic loved his grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren keeping all their birthday cards, thank 
you letters and artwork and was so proud when visitors 
commented on their abilities. He wrote as much in a note the 
night prior to his death at the age of 94. Vic lived a long, fulfilling 
life and was physically active until comparatively recently. 
Perhaps more importantly, he remained mentally as sharp as a 
tack until the very end. RIP Vic. 
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Wraysbury Speed Watch 

 
Graham Cribbin and I set up Wraysbury Speed Watch in December 2014 and we were 
invited to join the Neighbourhood Action Group (NAG) in 2019 as representatives of 
our group and the villages of Horton & Wraysbury. 

Being members of the NAG gives us face to face contact (Zoom at present) with the 
other members, consisting of councillor representatives from Datchet, Horton and 
Wraysbury Parish councils, a RBWM Ward Cllr, a solicitor, a RBWM Community 
Warden and police representatives from our local neighbourhood policing team. 

In January of this year, we flagged up our residents’ concerns re. speeding in Staines 
Road to our local policing team. In response, PC Matthew Gleave carried out a number 
of visits to Staines Road with a Gatso Gun and reported motorists for exceeding the 30 
and 40 mph zones along that road. Using the Gatso gun allows the user to detect 
speeds of passing motorists travelling in any direction much more easily than via a 
speed van. 

On 1st March Graham and I attended a Zoom meeting of the NAG. One item we 
discussed was the ongoing speed concerns on various roads around the villages. The 
discussions included suggestions re. various traffic calming measures such as mini 
roundabouts, tabletop humps, Police speed checks etc. 

With reference to: 

• Wraysbury Road: it has been added to the list for future speed surveys. (As we 
write we have heard that a 21-year-old man from Kent has been found guilty 
for the fatal accident in Wraysbury Road in March 2019 and sentenced to 3 
years imprisonment for that and other motoring offences.) 

• Coppermill Road: this is currently the site of a trial traffic calming measure 
involving temporary chicanes following liaison between Horton Parish Council 
and RBWM. 

• Staines Road:  PC Gleave agreed to carry out further impromptu visits to 
detect speeding motorists along Staines Road and other roads discussed. 

PC Gleave has since updated group members of further visits he has carried out in 
Wraysbury with positive results.  

PCSO Les Bradfield and PC Charlotte Pontin have also been 
patrolling on their cycles in our three villages. Charlotte said 
that they are continuing to address speeding throughout our 
villages, as well as the other issues that were raised at our last 
NAG meeting. 

We will continue to liaise with the relevant Parish Councils, 
RBWM and Police to pursue the concerns of the Wraysbury 
Speed Watch members in line with our group’s objective to 
enhance road safety in our two villages Horton and Wraysbury. 

Take care everyone, 

Henry Perez and Graham Cribbin 



 

 

wraysbury matters had a busy start to 2021! At the end of December, we invited 
nominations for “Unsung Heroes” who had made a contribution to the community 
“over and above” during 2020.  

There were plenty of nominations, ranging from the staff at Wraysbury Primary 
School, to a kind neighbour who helped out when needed. All the volunteers from 
Wraysbury and Horton Voluntary Care (WHVC) were sent a certificate as a thank you 
for shopping, meal and prescription deliveries as well as listening to those who needed 
to talk.  

This initiative was followed by the household delivery of our A-Z booklet of Helpful 
Organisations. Finding the right person or website for help can take considerable time 
so this is a quick route to find help when needed. It was compiled with the assistance 
of The Wraysbury & Horton News team.  

One of the most popular lockdown initiatives was undoubtedly the Ginger Folk, the 
brainchild of Benta Hickley from Slik Stitches. For Children’s Mental Health Week (1-7th 
February) wraysbury matters and Slik Stitches worked together to create “Ginger 
Fingers”. These are finger puppets, and the idea is for children to use them as a 
sounding board, to offload their feelings (see opposite page).  

They work on the principle of “better out than in” and whilst adults can write down 
their feelings (journaling) or talk to someone, many children find this hard. The Ginger 
is the recipient of daily frustrations, anger or worry, not more serious concerns which 
require adult help. Instructions were provided with each Ginger. Wraysbury Primary 
School ordered 400 and they are all settled into their new homes. If you would like any 
more, contact Benta@slikstitches.co.uk 

When coffee mornings resume at the Old Baptist Church, wraysbury matters will be 
there, so do come and tell us what “a happy and healthy community“ means to you. 
Hopefully our “Chat Bench” will be in situ soon. 

A recent Facebook post invited suggestions for the future which we will be exploring 
and we will keep you updated. The pandemic has changed all our lives in one way or 
another but now is a time for healing and recovery.  

Don’t forget to check out your A-Z but we will support you in any way we can! 

Contact wraysburymatters@outlook.com 

wraysbury matters are committed to promoting a happy and healthy community 
within Wraysbury and Horton. 

mailto:wraysburymatters@outlook.com
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Hello. I am delighted to be living with you! 

Please give me a name. 

Although I can’t talk, I can listen and that’s my job. 

When you go to bed each night, talk to me, and tell me what’s on 

your mind. 

What or who has made you feel angry, cross, or frustrated today? 

Do you feel scared, sad, lonely, or worried about anything? 

I don’t even mind if you shout at me, just get it out of your system 

and when you are done, pop me under your pillow or beside you. 

You will feel better for offloading, so you can snuggle down and go 

to sleep without all these thoughts and feelings mulling around in-

side your head. 

While you are asleep, I will get to work to get rid of them all. In the 

morning, you will feel so much better, ready for the new day. 
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The entry for Wraysbury History Group in the December 2020 edition of Wraysbury 

News reported on the difficulties the Group had had during the year but that we had 

successfully had one meeting in September, respecting all the issues to do with 

Coronavirus, and had hoped to have further meetings before the end of the year. 

We did have a second well-attended meeting in October when Dave Mayhead gave an 

extremely interesting, illustrated talk about Trinity House and Lighthouses, drawing on 

his own experiences working in that field. Then came the November lockdown, all 

meetings stopped again and that is how it has been since. 

We now plan to start meetings again in May 2021 subject to restrictions being eased as 

planned, and gatherings such as ours being allowed again. The following have currently 

been scheduled: 

June:  Anthony Poulton Smith - Stupid Moments in History  

July:   Brigitte Mitchell - Royal Weddings at Windsor Castle 

August:  Summer break – no meeting 

Other talks will be booked for Autumn 2021.  

All meetings will be advertised around Wraysbury Village and by email. If you are not on 

the Group email circulation list and would like to be added to that list or attend a 

meeting please call or email Tony Kimber - details below. 

The Wraysbury History Group is currently managed by the following: 

Treasurer:  Tony Kimber  01784 483801 TonyKimber1@aol.com 

     Diana Hughes   01784 482729 dianajhughes@btinternet.com 

     Wendy Kessack  01784 482312 stott.kessack@gmail.com 

   Jan Willis   01784 483499 jwillis248@btinternet.com 

Who are we and what are we about? 

The Wraysbury History Group is made up of like-minded people who are resident in or 

around the village of Wraysbury, who meet regularly to hear talks on historical matters 

or for social activities. We meet on the second Thursday of each month with the 

exceptions of January, February and August.  

Members pay an annual membership fee and we welcome visitors (a visitor fee applies). 

Tony Kimber 

mailto:dianajhughes@btinternet.com
mailto:stott.kessack@gmail.com


 

 

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE VILLAGE 

EAT IN OR TAKEAWAY 

BAKED FRESH DAILY BAGUETTES – ROLLS – PASTRIES 

SANDWICHES – SALADS – JACKET POTATOES 

PANINIS – WRAPS 

CAPPUCCINO – LATTE – ESPRESSO 

SMOOTHIES – FRAPPES 

MILKSHAKES – TEAS 

WE ALSO CATER FOR CORPORATE  

BREAKFASTS & LUNCHES 

TELEPHONE 01784 488080 

EMAIL: KAREN@KARELLIES.CO.UK 

WWW.KARELLIES.CO.UK 

mailto:KAREN@KARELLIES.CO.UK
http://www.karellies.co.uk/
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WRAYSBURY LAWN TENNIS CLUB 

                               

This was an unusual year for the 
tennis club! We were unable to 
play for a large part of the year due 
to Covid-19, but there was still 
much going on. 

We were saddened at the passing 
of Frank Burr. Frank and his late 
wife Maureen were stalwart 

members of the club. They were both staunch supporters of WLTC and contributed to 
the fabric of the club in every way over many years. Their legacy remains in the form of 
the Maureen Burr Tournament and although we were unable to hold it last year we 
hope we will be able to run it this year at some point. 

Our Chair Ros Nockles is stepping down and Mike McLachlan has been appointed her 
successor. Our thanks go to Ros for her commitment and we wish Mike well in his new 
role at the club. We are also saying farewell to our coach Doug Robinson; we wish him 
every success in his new venture. 

We are fortunate to enjoy a wonderfully attractive setting within the village, nestled 
between the Cricket Club and the Bowls Club beside the Windmill and The Splash. Our 
all-weather courts enable us to play all the year round as we have floodlights on two of 
them and we have been working hard to maintain both courts and grounds during 
lockdown. It is hoped we will be able to resume a more normal tennis season this year 
and be able to welcome back members past and present very soon. A normal season 
starts on April 1st and includes regular club sessions, in-house fun tournaments, our 
annual summer club tournament and inter-club league matches. We usually hold social 
events throughout the year e.g. a summer BBQ, an autumn Bank Holiday event, our 
Christmas Party and a spring quiz – let’s hope we can soon enjoy all of these again. 

2022 will be a very special year for us as it marks our 100th birthday. We are planning 
to celebrate in style. If anyone has any photos, stories, memorabilia or indeed anything 
you think would help us celebrate our centenary then we would be delighted to hear 
from you. 

If you are interested in joining the club please take a look at 
our website; we welcome tennis players of all ages: 

 clubspark.lta.org.uk/wraysburyltc 

 

If you have any queries or would like to contact us then 
please email us, we would love to hear from you: 

wraysburyltc@yahoo.co.uk 



 

 

The Green, Wraysbury, TW19 5NA 

The Thames Hall, The Colne Room, The Lake Room & The Windsor Room 

BOOKING NOW FOR 2021—2022 

The Thames Hall spacious, with a fully equipped stage, accommodating up to 200 is an 
ideal setting for that really special occasion - a wedding, a stage show, a conference, a 
dance or social. 

The Colne Room holding up to 55, is an attractive room perfect for Children's Parties, 
Meetings and is used for staging Art & Craft Exhibitions. 

The Lake Room boasts a patio with views over rural Wraysbury. Its elegance makes it 
just right for Surprise Parties, Wedding Anniversaries or Children's Birthday Parties. 
Accommodates around 50. 

The Windsor Room is the latest addition and holds up to 65, so is ideal for the larger 
party. It has its own disabled toilet and changing room. 

The Thames Hall, Lake Room and Windsor Room can be integrated to accommodate 
larger parties. 

Wraysbury Village Halls have full disabled access, disabled toilets, a well equipped 
kitchen, an attractive foyer, a hearing loop and plenty of car parking.  

Our resident Managers, Mark and Jackie, can advise on catering, hire of bands/disco 
and decorative specialists.  

To make your event special give them a ring on 07838 220386  

Web Site: www.wraysburyvillagehalls.co.uk 

http://www.wraysburyvillagehalls.co.uk
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Wraysbury Village Halls 

At the time of writing (April 2021) we have recently commemorated one year since COVID-
19 national lockdown started in March 2020. With the vaccine rollout well underway and 
our “roadmap” out of lockdown going according to plan, hopefully by the time this 
publication is distributed in June we will be well on our way to restrictions being mainly (if 
not fully) lifted.  

Our article for the past two editions has started with a similar sentiment – this time it really 
WILL happen though! (Positive thoughts!) 

Our ever-dedicated Managers, Mark & Jackie, with the backing of the Management 
Committee, continue to ensure that the Halls are maintaining the hard-earned status of 
“COVID-secure” and keeping the measures that were previously put in place so that the 
Halls can continue to be utilised safely in line with the gradually easing restrictions. 

The requirements of being “COVID-Secure” are changing regularly, but already 
implemented at the Halls are a multitude of measures to keep everyone safe including: 
mandatory wearing of face coverings (unless medically exempt); hand sanitisers 
throughout; a one-way system; reminders to sanitise hands and maintain social distancing; 
increased cleaning and ventilation throughout; logging of visitors to the Halls (including via 
the NHS COVID-19 app QR code) for “Test & Trace” purposes. 

We would like to remind all our valued users of the Halls that you can help to maintain 
safety for everyone by following the procedures in place. However, if you spot any areas 
where improvements can be made then please feel free to contact Mark, Jackie or myself. 

We have been fortunate to receive some grant funding from RBWM  which has helped to 
ensure the Halls can continue to be an important community asset once restrictions are 
lifted. Please keep Wraysbury Village Halls in mind for your upcoming venue hire 
requirements as keeping our Halls booked is going to be vital to keeping the facility viable 
going forward – our rates are very economical and probably much cheaper than you think!  
Enquires are already being received for the coming months so if you have an event or 
function that you would like to hold in the heart of the village with lots of parking then 
please get in contact with our Managers, Mark & Jackie, who will be happy to discuss 
options with you. 

One change over the past year has been to one of our longest standing and valued clubs - 
Wraysbury Country Music Club, currently headed up by Frank and Joy Burry, which will be 
passed over to the safe hands of Swan Radio going forward.  Frank and Joy have decided to 
step down from the running of the club after many successful years of building it up to the 
well renowned organisation it is today, but Swan Radio have plans in place to keep the 
group going and will aim to run the usual programme of events each year. These events 
will serve the dual purpose of keeping the Wraysbury Country Music Club itself going 
whilst also providing a symbiotic opportunity for our community radio station.   

On behalf of the Wraysbury Village Halls Management Committee we look forward to 
welcoming you all back to Halls as soon as circumstances allow. We are still planning to 
upgrade our stock of banqueting chairs this year – watch this space for the grand unveiling 
(and perhaps it might not even have to be via Zoom…?!).  

Just don’t forget your face covering! 

Alice Hopkins, Secretary & Treasurer 
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We are thrilled to say that we are now into our THIRD YEAR of broadcasting from our 
Studios at Wraysbury Village Halls, representing the riverside villages of East Berkshire 
and beyond. 

Covid-19, the pandemic, lockdown etc., has affected us enormously like everyone else, 
but it has not dampened our spirits. We are so thankful to our team of volunteers who 
have been absolute troopers keeping us broadcasting, whether at the studio or from  
set-ups at home. Their dedication and commitment to Swan Radio knows no bounds 
….we thank them all. 

We cannot wait for restrictions to be lifted and to be able to safely have more than one 
person in our studios, rather than relying on phone-ins. The fun element of multiple 
presenters delivering dynamic music, quizzes and repartee may well have been             
re-established by the time this publication comes out! 

Meanwhile, the huge variety of shows continue from our Breakfast Shows to late night 
parties and everything in between. Live shows and repeat schedules can be seen on our 
website (details below). 

As you will by now be aware, we are a Not-for-Profit organisation, solely run by 
volunteers and therefore rely wholly on funding to keep our rent and licences paid. We 
were fortunate to be supported this past year by RBWM, Horton Parish Council and the 
Lottery Community Fund as well as personal donations from our listeners. Some of this 
funding, however, was offered towards our long term plans for a second studio on site 
which will give us a wider broadcasting option but, more importantly, be a resource for 
future training, youth work, recording opportunities and generally open up to become a 
community asset.  

As you can see, work has started due to the 
generous donation of cabinets from 
HOWDENS of EGHAM and the incredible 
workmanship of Mark Gowing of M GOWING 
PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS & JOINERY of 
Horton, who gave up his time to build our 

furniture, partitioning, glass and studio door. We can now begin to fit sound insulation 
and be on the hunt for additional equipment in the near future. Amazing local friends to 
Swan Radio….thank you from the bottom of our hearts.    

Let’s hope that by the time this publication pops through your doors, we will be in a 
position to welcome you personally to our studios as guests or perhaps you would like 
to consider becoming one of our fabulous volunteer broadcasters…just get in touch! 

BEN, LYNN & COLIN   Directors @ Swan Radio CIC 

Follow or contact us: www.swan-radio.co.uk  

or on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 

Email us at studio@swan-radio.co.uk  
or text your requests to 07523 012188 

http://www.swan-radio.co.uk
mailto:studio@swan-radio.co.uk
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BREENA, 15 years young! 

Oz catches a Croc! 

Grace at Ankerwycke 

Joey, a 

Battersea 

rescue  

Three great friends 

WRAYSBURY RASCALS  
MEET OUR VILLAGE PETS 
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A Tribute to JEAN BRYDEN 
Jeanie Laird Paterson Teasdale was born on 31st December 1935 
in Glasgow, to Jean and Kenneth Teasdale. Raised by her 
mammie, her father being in the Forces, she was a wee bit spoilt; 
her mother used to give Jeanie the egg ration after her siblings  
left for school.  

Jean left school at 14 to work at the local biscuit factory. She 
went to the church youth club and to dances where she met 
David Bryden and in 1955, when she was 19, Jean followed him 
to England, which didn’t go down well at all! They got married in 
November 1955 and moved into a little bedsit in Strawberry Vale. 

They made a lot of friends and she was happy, except perhaps when her brothers and 
father came for the football and she had to put them all up on the floor after a few drinks.  

Jean got a job as a comptometer operator at BEA where David worked and stayed with BA 
until she took early retirement in 1987. She was involved in the transition to 
computerisation and then recruitment for the new computer department.  

Jean and David were both keen tennis players but then David took up golf at Datchet Golf 
Club. Rather than become a golf widow, Jean decided to give it a try, found she had a 
natural aptitude and soon became a single handicap golfer. Jean’s name is on almost every 
Honours board in the Datchet Clubhouse. She captained the ladies and played for the 
County, becoming Captain and then President from 1999 to 2002. At both club and county 
level she supported young girls taking up the game. Gail Sharp knew Jean Bryden at 
Richings Park Golf Club when it first opened. Jean was the first Ladies Captain and Gail 
recalls her helping to set up all the ladies' competitions. With her experience as County 
Captain for Buckinghamshire Ladies, Jean helped steer the club in its first few years. When 
Gail outgrew Richings Park, Jean helpfully recommended Gerrards Cross where Gail has 
happily been a member for 20 years. Jean’s passion for golf was curtailed 3 years ago 
when she had a knee replacement.  

Jean’s niece remembers Aunt Jean & Uncle David as glamorous, always going on lovely 
holidays (a benefit of working for BA). She looked forward to visiting them at Easter every 
year as they were great fun to be around. They were like a comedy double act, with Jean 
very much the Ernie Wise to David’s Eric Morecambe. Jean was  far too busy to cook and 
David did most of it, also being king of the barbecue. However, when her brother came 
from South Africa, Jean tried making soup. After she put a whole bag of rice in it, hysterical 
laughter followed and she just dished it up as “goulash”! Sue and Roger Chapman, Jean’s 
neighbours for 28 years talk about how kind she was and even happy to “babysit” their 3 
rescue chickens when they went on holiday.  

The last few years were difficult as David was unwell and Jean cared for him until he 
passed away a year after their diamond wedding anniversary. Shortly after, Jean was 
diagnosed with Alzheimers. She coped well at home in Wraysbury until a year ago when 
she decided to move to a care home in Cheshire. She still had a smile and a laugh when  
reminiscing about happier times.  Hopefully she is laughing with her David again.  
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:  
 

WRAYSBURY RAINBOWS 

BROWNIES & GUIDES 

 
 

 

At time of writing, plans are starting to be made for face-to-face unit meetings to start 

again.  Obviously, things will not be able to return to normal immediately and there will 

still have to be a few safety measures in place to protect both girls and adults.   

 

I look forward to welcoming back our unit members and meeting new ones. Hopefully, 

the weather will be kind over the summer months which will allow us to plan as many 

outdoor experiences as possible for all age groups. I am sure they will be happy to spend 

as much time as possible outside after the months of having to stay inside!  

 

I would like to thank the Wraysbury Pop-In for their extremely kind donation. With so 

many fundraising events cancelled, every bit of help is very gratefully received. Like the 

Scouts, the Girlguiding units are a not-for-profit charitable organisation run by 

volunteers. We are always looking for additional help so if you would be interested in 

volunteering on either a regular, occasional, or ad hoc basis, please get in touch. 

 

Giovanna Cochrane 

Unit Leader 

(M) 07914 673278 

 



 

 

FANCY A QUIZ?  

SOCIETY CHALLENGE IS BACK  

WEDNESDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER 2021 

VILLAGE HALL, EYES DOWN 8PM 

PROFITS TO CHARITY, £15 PER TEAM, UP TO 4 MEMBERS  

GET YOUR TEAMS TOGETHER AND REGISTER WITH NIGEL AT: 

EMAIL: HKFIRE4@YAHOO.CO.UK OR TEL: 07867 787911 

WE ARE DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE  

( DRUM ROLL PLEASE ) 

THAT THE PLAYERS ARE BACK IN BUSINESS 

FROM SEPTEMBER TO ENTERTAIN YOU! 

WRAYSBURY PLAYERS 

ARE BACK! 
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Sadly, the beginning of 2021 saw us lose a lifetime member of the Players, 

Peggy Talon 

Peggy, over a period of years, performed in numerous plays including Pink String, 

Sealing Wax and One O’Clock From The House among others. 

In later years, she took on the role of group secretary, then for many years 

complied the questions for the Players’ annual Society Challenge Quiz. 

RIP Peggy 

CALLING ALL BUDDING ACTORS 

EVER WANTED TO HAVE A GO AT TREADING THE BOARDS?  

WRAYSBURY PLAYERS ALWAYS WELCOME NEW MEMBERS 

ANYONE INTERESTED PLEASE CONTACT NIGEL ON 07867 787911 

WILL WE HAVE A PANTO? 

OH YES WE WILL !!! 

THURS  27TH - SAT 29TH JANUARY 2022 

HOLD THE DATE! DETAILS TO FOLLOW 



 

 

Henry Butt has lived in Wraysbury for at least 30 years and has loved boats for as long as 
he can recall. Henry has rescued and restored one of the 27ft tenders of the Royal Yacht 
Britannia. Originally called the “Jolly Boat” she was used by the crew to go ashore and 
literally have a “jolly” time when off duty! Built in 1962, she travelled with the Queen, 
most famously on her “Crocodile Tour”.  

Eventually, Henry saved up enough to enable him to open 
his own motor engineering company in Brentford. It was 
next to the canal, where, one day he noticed a wreck of a 
boat on the nearby sandbank. Henry couldn’t resist 
dragging her out and relished the challenge of restoring 
her over many years. The “Jolly Brit” was given a second 
life and Henry was proud to be able to skipper her in the 
Jubilee celebrations.  

An engineering enthusiast and keen photographer, Henry was born 
in 1929 in Hammersmith as one of 12 children. One of his first 
memories, at the age of 5, was seeing a Zeppelin in the sky and 
everyone around him looking up and being amazed. Henry got the 
bug for inventions after that, especially boats. He made himself a 
model boat very early on using Spitfire fuel tanks and a pencil! 

Henry’s schooldays were plagued with undiagnosed dyslexia, but when he took a job as a 
petrol pump attendant, things took a turn for the better. Henry’s boss recognised his 
interest in cars and on Sundays, would teach him car maintenance and repairs. This was all 
the encouragement Henry needed to fire up his engineering passion even further.  

Henry renamed her the “Jolly Brit” 
and she was once again “on duty” in 
2012 as part of the spectacular 
Thames flotilla to celebrate the 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee. 

THE “JOLLY BRIT” 

The Story of a Boat 

 with Three Lives 
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Boat photos courtesy of Michael Dennett Boat Builders 

However,  the  “Jolly Brit” suffered severe hull 
shrinkage a few years ago, being out of the 
water during a very hot spell. Henry was 
determined to get her back to her former glory 
by getting the wooden hull replaced and the 
paintwork redone in the Britannia colours. 
Thanks to Michael Dennett Boat Builders, 
Henry’s dream is being realised and the 
historic vessel’s third life is about to begin.  

Henry is planning the Jolly Brit’s third unveiling and 
by the time this goes to print he will have toasted 
her relaunch with his friend Lorna, also a 
Wraysbury resident, who he met at the Lunch Club 
a couple of years ago.  

Cheers Henry and Bon Voyage! 

Wraysbury Short Mat Bowls 
We have resumed under restrictions and are still eager to welcome new members. We 

meet on Mondays and Wednesdays in the Village Hall at 1:30pm. Bowls are supplied and 

flat shoes are required to protect the mat. No experience is necessary. We are a friendly, 

non-competitive club. 

Contact Ken on 01784 483591 or just call in for a friendly welcome.  
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In Tribute to Judith Henderson  

Charity Quiz and Recipe Book 

My partner Judith and I have lived in Wraysbury for many years but tragically Judith 

passed away from ovarian cancer last August. She fought her battle with cancer with her 

typical bravery, good humour and positive attitude. 

During her illness, we considered how we might help others fight this terrible disease. 

Judith loved to write and participate in quizzes and every year she would run quizzes for 

charities, local groups or just for friends. Every alternate year we would also hold a large 

charity garden party, providing as much tea and cake as people could eat, because cakes 

were another of Judith’s specialisms - both making and eating them! 

So, what better way to remember her than to bring these two aspects of her life 

together for a good cause. So, in tribute to Judith, I have compiled a quiz book which 

also contains thirty easy but tasty recipes. We loved to combine quiz nights with food 

and this pandemic has reminded us all of the value of friendships and the importance of 

connecting with people. 

The book is priced at £20 and all proceeds are going to The Eve Appeal. 

The Eve Appeal is the only UK charity funding research and raising awareness into the 

five gynaecological cancers.  The charity was set up to prevent gynaecological cancers 

and save lives by funding ground-breaking research focused on developing effective 

methods of risk prediction, earlier detection and protection for all the five gynae 

cancers. They have played a crucial role in providing seed funding, core infrastructure 

funding and project funding in addition to campaigning to raise awareness. 

The world-leading research that they fund is ambitious 

and challenging but their vision is simple: A future where 

fewer women develop, and more women survive, 

gynaecological cancers. 

So, if you’re looking for some entertainment during or 

post lockdown and some new ideas for catch ups with 

friends or relatives, as well as supporting a great cause, 

then this quiz book is just the thing for you. 

You can obtain your copy by emailing: 

Judith.henderson.fund@gmail.com 

Cathryn Riley  

mailto:Judith.henderson.fund@gmail.com


 

 

 

BLUE ACRE HORSE RESCUE 
Ham Lane, Old Windsor SL4 2JT 

Reg Charity No: 1168059 
 
Blue Acre Horse Rescue is well known in the village through the local 
Facebook Page but for those not on social media, or who don’t know us, 
we are a small charity dedicated to the rescue, care and rehabilitation of neglected, 
abused or abandoned horses/ponies.  We currently care for fifty, most of whom will 
remain with us for their natural lives due to old age, long term ailments or mental issues 
caused by past trauma.  Some of them would make excellent companions and are 
available for rehoming as such, and a few have light riding potential and could be found 
new homes if our rehoming criteria is fulfilled. We also have ducks, chickens, two pigs, 
three goats and three lambs. 

The past year has been a real test in terms of 
finding ways to survive with significantly reduced 
income due to cancelled events, reduced 
volunteers, increased hay consumption and ongoing 
costs. Well we are still here! We are looking 
forward to the coming months and are very proud 
of what we have achieved.   

As always, the Wraysbury community has been 
there, supporting us in many ways, as you have 
done for several years, and the fact that people 
believe in what we do keeps us going and makes us 
feel that what we do is worthwhile. 

Some things that have helped us during Covid 19: 

 A Volunteer Day with many people from Wraysbury giving up their Saturday to come 
and help with various tasks which would be beyond our small team including fixing the 
barn roof, painting stables, fixing fences and  pulling up ragwort from the fields. 
Despite the heat everyone worked so hard and the farm was buzzing – we loved it. 

 Penny Williams did a sponsored scoot from the War Horse Memorial in Ascot to The 
Copper Horse in Windsor Great Park in August 2020 to raise funds. 

 Calendar sales  including beautiful photos of our gorgeous animals by Chris Knight. 

 The amazing response to an article in the Windsor Observer appealing for funds to buy 
hay – this raised enough money for us to buy enough hay to get us through the coldest 
months – thank you. 

 Support for our pony sponsorship programme with monthly donations via 
www.blueacrerescue.co.uk/sponsorship 

 A grant awarded to buy new fencing and build a round pen for training horses 
(something we’ve wanted for many years). 

 

https://www.blueacrerescue.co.uk/sponsorship
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2021 PROJECT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We continually look for ways to improve our facilities, enhance our rehabilitation 
programme and would love to enable more young people to be involved with the horses.  
To do this we need to create an additional covered area similar to the existing yard (see 
picture) and concrete a large area to make a solid base. There are grants available for this 
type of work but we need to get the area measured and costed. 

So if anyone feels they would like to help us make this a reality please get in touch 
through our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/blueacrehorserescue  or 
message me, Sue Turner. 

Donations are always gratefully received to keep our horses happy and healthy and every 
single penny is spent on the horses. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sue Turner 

https://www.facebook.com/blueacrehorserescue
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Wraysbury High Street Centre 
12a, High Street, Wraysbury TW19 5DB 

Bookings: Mark & Jackie  Tel:  07934 821130  

Secretary: Janet Crame     
Email: Janet@thegardenhouse.uk.com Tel: 07711 64202  

As we all know, it’s been a tough year but with all said and done we now welcome a new 
beginning. Thanks to Pumpkins, with Kellie and the team continuing through thick and 
thin, overheads have been covered, with margins available to complete the planned 
improvements to the front patio, eventually having space for the proposed benches from 
Wraysbury Matters. 

Assuming no further setbacks, we look forward to our current users filling their slots 
when safe and possible to accommodate our usual Coffee Mornings, Yoga, Dowers Gym, 
Tai Chi, with parties and events for weekends. Mark and Jackie 07934 821130 will be 
available to discuss any booking requirements you may have. 

Thanks to Wraysbury Parish Council for their focus on progressing the freehold purchase 
through these most difficult times. Our Trustees Colin Gibson, Margaret Lenton and 
myself, along with our Treasurer Janet Crame, will ensure a smooth transition to the WPC 
once Completion of Title has been achieved. 

We would like to wish you all every future success within our newest community asset as 
we emerge from this pandemic.  

Glyn Larcombe, Trustee 

mailto:Janet@thegardenhouse.uk.com
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WRAYSBURY CRICKET CLUB  
SEASON 2021 

 As we draw near to the end of the 3rd lockdown, the 
cricket club is looking forward to the start of a new 
season. Hopefully, by the time you read this the 
league season will be underway. This year our 1st XI 

will again be captained by Andy Prasad in Division 3B. The 2nd XI will be led by Iffy 
Wain and will be playing in Division 5A. Iffy will also captain the Sunday side and 
there will be a game on the Green every Sunday through to the beginning of 
September. We have once again entered the National Village Cup competition, the 
grand final of which is of course played at the home of cricket at Lords.  

We were sad that our annual cricket week did not take place last year but we are 
hopeful that it will go ahead as planned this year from August 2nd to August 6th. 
The highlight of the week will be the annual visit of the MCC on Thursday 5th and 
we are indebted to our sponsors Jimmy Swanson, Deep Singh, Liz Dean, The 
Wraysbury Village Trust and Thames Motor Group Slough.  

We are also pleased to continue to host Berkshire Senior County matches on the 
Green this summer for both the Berkshire Over 60’s 1st XI and the Berkshire Over 
70’s 1st XI. Two of the games will already have taken place by the time you read 
this but the Over 60’s will play Sussex on Tuesday June 29th and we hope that 
many of you are able to come along and support them.  

It was really encouraging to see the number of Colts players increase towards the 
end of last summer and we are hoping that more young children will come along 
to the Friday evening practice sessions this summer. There are also a number of 
matches scheduled mostly on Sunday mornings but also on some midweek 
evenings as well. Our coaching team work very hard to make all this happen and 
we are pleased to see youth cricket flourishing in the village.  

We were delighted that the balcony extension at the club proved so popular when 
cricket eventually got underway last year and we hope that it will become a 
feature of village life this summer. To this end we are offering a Social 
Membership of the club which will enable villagers to come and use the club 
facilities and enjoy a drink on the balcony. We are fortunate to have such a lovely 
place to play and watch cricket and it would be good to welcome people to the 
Green over the coming months.  

Wraysbury Cricket Club is open to all who wish to play cricket and we particularly 
welcome players from the village. We have a good social side and our annual 
subscriptions are among the lowest in the area. For more information about the 
club contact Tom Dibley on 07775 587633, David Tooze on 07711 224458, Andy 
Prasad on 07921 801338,  wraysburycc@hotmail.co.uk or go to 
www.wraysbury.play-cricket.com/home 

Tom Dibley , Secretary  

mailto:wraysburycc@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.wraysbury.play-cricket.com/home


 

 

Personalised multi-sensory teaching and assessments, to 

provide children from 6-18 with a toolkit to achieve their 

potential and shine. 

I provide specialist teaching for individuals with Dyslexia, 

Dyscalculia, Dysgraphia, Dyspraxia and ADHD. 

Visit dyslexiaachieve.co.uk to find out more about who I 

am and what I do. 

Email corinne@dyslexiaachieve.co.uk tel. 07704539247  

 

mailto:corinne@dyslexiaachieve.co.uk
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The Windsor Homeless Project is extremely proud to have received The High Sheriff Award 
for our work with the homeless and vulnerable during the last 12 months.  

This award is a testament to what can be achieved when communities come together. 
None of what we’ve been able to offer over the last year would have been possible without 
the support of our community, local businesses and our small, but dedicated team of 
volunteers. This includes the extraordinary efforts during the first lockdown, when over the 
14 weeks, we supported 84 individuals, cooked and delivered 1820 meals and food parcels, 
and made 1000 support calls.  

With lockdown easing, it’s good to see light at the end of a very long tunnel, but our work 
doesn’t stop now. We know we will face more challenges in 2021 and beyond, due to the 
effects of Covid-19 on the economy and the long-term impacts on mental health and 
wellbeing. Seventeen new clients have accessed our services already this year, and we 
expect these numbers to continue to rise. But this last year has shown that we can 
overcome huge challenges – and that the Windsor Homeless Project will be here to 
support those in need in the months and years to come.  

We’re currently open for our drop-in lunch sessions on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 
at Holy Trinity Garrison Church in Windsor. Everyone who needs a hot meal, 
companionship, or support is always welcome.  

You can support the Windsor Homeless Project with 
 a monthly donation at: 
https://www.windsorhomelessproject.org/donate 
and keep up with all our latest news by following us 
on Facebook.  

Nick Roberts, Project Manager  

Nick Roberts receiving a donation 
of a bike for one of our guests 
(October 2020). We have been 

blown away by the donations that 
we’ve received from the 

community this past year 
Volunteer Marion, putting together food parcels for delivery 

during Lockdown (April 2020) 

https://www.windsorhomelessproject.org/donate


 

 

 JILL SARSBY 
A Local Life Unveiled 

 

 

 

  

 

Jill Sarsby was best known to the people of Wraysbury and 

Horton for her tireless campaigning in the villages, including 

the setting up of the Wraysbury Summer Fair, the 

establishment of the Wraysbury News bulletins and the home 

cooked Meals on Wheels. She lived in the village for nearly 40 

years, mostly in “Downhams”, a 15th Century house on the 

corner of Staines Road and Vicarage Lane which she bought 

with her husband Charles in 1947, until her death in 1988. 

I could write endlessly about her community work which we will get to later in the article 

but for now, I want to tell you the story behind the woman who appeared fearless and 

what made her such a force for good.   

Let’s take a step back, way back, to the very beginning and 

take a closer look at what moulded “Jill” Sarsby into the lady 

we knew. Born Ursula Mary Moore-Dillon on June 27th, 1918, 

“Jill” (a nickname she adopted years later; rhyming with 

Dillon) was the youngest daughter of Violet, who had sadly 

become widowed just before Jill was born. Although her 

family home was Pond House, a substantial house in Saffron 

Walden, Essex, she was sent to boarding school from an early 

age at Downe House, Cold Ash, near Newbury. Tragedy first struck when, at just 7 years 

old, the headmistress called Ursula into the office and told her that her mother had passed 

away. A terrible shock for such a young child but then, rather like something out of a 

Dickensian novel, the headmistress asked her why on earth she was crying?  
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From then on, most school holidays were spent with her 

Aunt Mildred in the 17th Century Welsh stone Drybridge 

House, Monmouth (now an imposing wedding venue) 

until she was old enough to spend holidays with a school 

friend in Dumfries.  

Finishing School in Paris established her obvious love of all 

things French, including her fluency in the language. The 

affiliation was noticeable throughout her life, especially 

influencing the menus for the fundraising dinners! 

When Ursula (I’ll now call her Jill, as she was then known) was 21 and should have been 

looking forward to a debutante ball and the ensuing social whirl, war broke out. I have a 

feeling though that the loss of parties was the least of Jill’s worries: she was intelligent, 

capable and was one of the first “debs” to join the WAAF, where she became a 

commissioned officer. When the MOD wanted other women to follow, they asked the 

rather good-looking Jill to pose for Cecil Beaton, showing that having your hair cut short 

wasn’t the end of the world!  

Love blossomed for Jill in the war and she became engaged around 

1940 to a young Grenadier Guard, Richard de Rougement. They 

exchanged many letters which Jill kept all her life. If things were fair, 

they would have been married and had a wonderful future together 

but unfortunately, Jill received the dreaded telegram out of the blue. 

This time, it wasn’t the headmistress but her fiance’s commanding 

officer who broke the news of his death at only 22, from wounds in 

North Africa and loss struck Jill all over again. 

Jill never talked about her role in the war and kept a generally low profile in later life 

despite her extensive community work, shying away from the limelight. However, the 

family are looking into her war records to try and piece together some interesting snippets 

of information which have been uncovered since her death . Jill was a crack shot, having 

won prizes for shooting at Bisley and a decommissioned Colt 33 was recently found 

amongst her belongings. Her daughter Janet recalls friends visiting Jill who talked about 

France during the war and “joking” about Jill being in intelligence. She often referred to 

‘friends she knew in France during the War’. Her military records, however, are a mystery 

as her name doesn’t appear in any online military records, except a mention of being in the 

WAAF in 1942.  The family have a huge number of letters between her and her then-fiancé 

(and also from her husband Charles Sarsby), but to uncover all the facts is going to take 

some determination and a lot of time.   



 

 

After the war, Jill was posted to India to help with Partition, where she met her future 

husband, Group Captain Charles Sarsby. Charles was credited with key aircraft 

developments during the war enabling more effective air defence and leading the Berlin Air 

Lift in 1945, with Air Vice Marshall Bennett.  

Charles was mentioned in the 

Birthday Honours Despatches in 

1945 and when leaving the MOD, 

went on to establish South 

American Airways, the airline’s Avro 

Lancastrian Star Light being the first 

aircraft to fly out of the newly 

opened London (Heathrow) Airport in 1946.   

When Jill first met Charles, he was already married. However, love prevailed, and after his 

divorce, they were married at a Register Office in London on 22nd December 1947. Their 

witnesses were Joan and “Snooks” Geddes.  

Wraysbury was a natural home for Jill and Charles, being near to Heathrow and in a 

beautiful setting. Jill and Charles moved to “Downhams” where they made friends with a 

group of new families who moved into the Village at 

roughly the same time – the Cummings, Sumners, 

Larcombes, Astons, deTreys,  the Hanaffy family and many 

others. She led a bohemian life-style when Charles was 

working away from home: she loved  painting and 

sketching, developed the gardens, kept pigs and goats and 

had two pet cocker spaniels. She remained defiant of 

accepted protocols all her life – her daughter recalls how fed up Charles was when 

returning from work he found the local tramp (a regular visitor) seated at the dining room 

table eating what was to have been his dinner. 

A local lady, Ella Cobb (known to the children as La La), came to help Jill with the house 

and became a lifelong friend, helping with the children until she sadly died of cancer in 

1963. Following Ella’s passing, a series of people came and went, most of whom couldn’t 

cope very well with Jill’s rather chaotic lifestyle! 

Jill quickly immersed herself in the life of the community, always looking for ways to help 

others. One of first things she did was to organise a “Goodbye to Wraysbury’s Hello Girls” 

party for the Wraysbury Exchange telephonists. The switchboard was operated just 

behind the George but they were made redundant through automation.  

Jill had a natural ability to pull people together for a good cause. These included Sir 

Christopher (Kit) Aston from “Longfield” no. 100 Staines Road who became Mayor of 

RBWM, Richard (Dicky) Deane, who was then president of Wraysbury Cricket Club and 

Gordon Cullen amongst many others.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_Lancastrian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_Lancastrian
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Written by Sue Britton 

Jill formed a “Wraysbury Association” with Kit Aston, Melina Fullman 

(who lived in King John’s Hunting Lodge) and Betsy Beale (from 

Whitehall House in Whitehall Lane), primarily to prevent the then-

Parish Council selling off part of the Village Green for a housing 

development. They discovered a bylaw that stated that this common 

land could be used for a village fair on the 1st Saturday in June every 

year. And so the Wraysbury Fair was established, with Jill as Chair and 

has since become a favourite annual event.  

The Fair became a major fundraising event when Kit Aston and Gordon 

Cullen hatched a plan to build a new Village Hall. In the late 1960s and 

early 1970s many of the Wraysbury children spent weeks selling 

programmes to help boost funds and advertise the Fair.  

At 37, Jill became a mother for the first time with Janet. Three other 

children followed: Richard, Joanna and Judy.  

To let the village know what was going on and to advertise 

fundraising activities, the Association produced the Wraysbury 

Newsletter from 1971. It was produced on a Roneo foolscap 

machine in the kitchen at “Downhams” with Jill’s children 

expected to lend a hand collating and distributing it.  

The raising of funding for the Village Hall was a big part of Jill’s 

legacy. Designed by the artist and architect Gordon Cullen, it was 

opened by the Queen in 1974. Among other things, Jill wrote and 

organised The Legend of Wraysbury (a son et lumière). Also, she was 

a key figure in organising the Queen’s Jubilee Celebrations in 1977 

and the Wraysbury Festival in 1981. She was a Governor at 

Wraysbury School, Chair of Governors at Churchmead School in 

Datchet and Head of the Wraysbury Parish Council Planning 

Committee from 1985 for many years.  

The list goes on and on, but you can always tell Jill’s hand was in it, if it was beautifully 

written, artistically illustrated and it showed the passion she had for helping others.  

Jill passed away at only 70 years old, after a short bout of 

cancer but her name lives on in Sarsby Drive, named by 

the Wraysbury Parish Council as a tribute to Jill’s 

significant legacy. We were very lucky to have the lady 

we knew as Jill Sarsby in our midst. 
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“Enough is enough” complained some of our fabulous residents 
when faced with the never ending instances of litter being 
deposited throughout our village! 

Following their enthusiasm and commitment during Lockdown, 
and as it could be a while before we could meet again as a 
group, Nick and I thought we should consider equipping 
volunteers with our stock of litter pickers and hi-vis jackets 
for safety and see how many would put themselves forward to 
take responsibility for their little bit of the village or 
perhaps do something useful when out walking. 

The response has been tremendous, including the National 
Trust representatives over at Ankerwycke, with so many 
comments already being expressed about how much tidier our 
roads are looking.   

Come on board and find out more…we’d love to hear from you.  

Search Facebook: TEAM UP TO CLEAN UP – WRAYSBURY 

Lynn Holden & Nick Carter 
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Transformation has been a key theme throughout 

our return to school. I would like to thank parents 

for their support in ensuring our school can return 

to “life in all its fullness”.  

We have been delighted with the uptake for after 

school clubs including the Duke of Edinburgh 

award programme. Year 8 students are currently 

in the process of selecting options for their next 

stage of study here at Churchmead. We had a very 

successful taster programme for the students to 

introduce them to new courses alongside courses 

they are already familiar with.  

Our Easter service was a welcome opportunity to 

reflect and think about the theme of Jesus’ 

suffering and resurrection alongside the 

challenges we have faced through the past year. It 

was great to celebrate this event with Father 

Darcy here in school. 

Next term we will be continuing our focus on 

supporting Year 11 through their final assessment 

pieces as well as continuing to grow the 

opportunities for our students in the classroom 

and beyond. 

Chris Tomes, Headteacher 

Churchmead School 

Believe to Achieve 
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Mike Warner switched crime for care after working in the police 
force and now enjoys caring for seniors in the local community 
with Home Instead Windsor, Runnymede & West Spelthorne. 
Home Instead provides quality care to adults in our community 
in need of support, in the comfort of their own homes. 

Mike, a retired police officer with The Met, joined Home 
Instead last year as a CAREGiver when the nationwide lockdown began. Despite having no 
prior experience in care giving, Mike’s transferable skills made him outstanding in his new 
role from the get-go. So outstanding in fact, Mike was very quickly promoted to Area 
Supervisor and now supports a team of local clients and CAREGivers.  

Mike commented “I’ve worked across a range of roles, including 21 years as a 
Metropolitan Police officer. At the start of the pandemic, all my opportunities for work 
dried up. I saw a Home Instead advert and thought, ‘I can do that!’ I’ve been with Home 
Instead since June and I love it so much – you’ll always see me with a smile on my face. I 
have really enjoyed learning about all aspects of adult social care, in particular dementia 
and I’ve already progressed to an Area Supervisor. Our visits to clients are a minimum of 
an hour so we really get to know each other and have quality time together. Just like in the 
police, every day, and every person we work with, is different – our duties and the support 
we give are tailored to the needs of individual clients, at home, and with the vaccine roll 
out, more social and leisure activities too.” 

Being part of the local community and neighbourhoods we service is really important to 
Home Instead, and the team is keen to get involved with other groups and organisations 
that relate to their mission, to change the face of ageing.  

Managing Director Anitra Camargo commented “Supporting our clients stay physically and 
socially active is a big part of what we do. As lock-down lifts we are on the look-out for 
safe, fun, Covid-permitted activities locally that we can support our clients getting involved 
with. We also have lots of helpful resources like nutrition, scam awareness, homecare tech 
advice, plus we run a great, free dementia workshop which helps communication and 
relationships by seeing the world from that of someone with dementia. We can run the 
sessions over Zoom and, when safe, face-to-face, just with the family, or in groups; we 
hope to take it out to schools to help kids have amazing conversations with a grandparent 
with dementia.” 

Get in touch with Home Instead to discuss dementia or related advice, CAREGiving 
opportunities, our homecare services, or about any local initiatives and activities you are 
involved with. 

Email: anitra.camargo@homeinstead.co.uk Home Instead Windsor and Runnymede 

Jo Halstead 

mailto:anitra.camargo@homeinstead.co.uk
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Chiropody/Podiatry Service 

Jean Peters 

MA.CH.Pod.HCPC 

 

I have been at Datchet Health Centre for 20 years helping 

people to keep their feet healthy and happy. 

Sadly, due to Covid-19 I have had to change the way I work 

and am switching to home visits until things improve. 

Whether you are a regular client or a new patient, I can visit 

you in your own home with Covid safe procedures. 

Foot care treatments include: 

• nail cutting 

• ingrown toenails 

• nail problems 

• corns 

• verrucae 

• calluses 

• biomechanics 

• skin conditions 

• diabetic foot care 

• reflexology and foot massage with aromatherapy oils 

 

Call Jean for an appointment  

07767 117398  

email: priestess@live.co.uk 



 

 

Remembering HAROLD and BARBARA HUTT 

Harold Charles was born in Datchet on 28th December 1929 to Charles and Grace Hutt. 
He later became a big brother when his sister Marion was born.  As a boy, Harold 
joined the choir at St Michaels, Horton alongside his father. Both his parents are buried 
in the churchyard there. Harold’s first job from a young age was as a farmer, growing 
vegetables on the family farm in Horton. He would also drive them in a lorry to sell in 
Covent Garden and became a member of the Young Farmers Association. He continued 
to farm until the early 1970s.  

Harold and Barbara were well loved members 
of the Wraysbury and Horton villages. Living in 
the area from a young age, they met and 
raised a family here for many years. They 
organised and took part in many village clubs 
as well as helping with the community until 
they recently passed away.  

Meanwhile, Barbara Gladys was born in Battersea on 17th October 1931 to Travis and 
Alice Wills. They moved with Barbara’s brother John initially to Windsor, where her 
father ran a grocer’s shop in Peascod Street and then later to Nursery Way, Wraysbury. 
Both Barbara’s parents are buried in St Andrews churchyard. Barbara went to 
Wraysbury Primary School and then Princess Margaret Rose School in Windsor. As a 
child, Barbara loved planting conkers with her friends in the field near her house in 
Nursery Way. 

Harold met Barbara in Wraysbury and they went on to marry on 16th August 1952 in 
Harold’s family church - St Michaels, Horton. Harold & Barbara began their married life 
in Datchet and in time three daughters were born – Linda, Alison & Melanie. The young 
family moved to Fairfield Approach, Wraysbury in 1966 where, coincidentally, those 
conkers that Barbara planted as a child have grown into trees that are still visible from 
the house they lived in most of their married life.  
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Harold & Barbara’s family would like to thank everybody who so generously donated in 
Barbara’s memory to The Alzheimer’s Society and in Harold’s memory to Wraysbury and 
Horton Voluntary Care for which £510 has been raised. An equally generous sum was 
raised for The Alzheimer’s Society.  

Barbara and Harold made many friends in 
Wraysbury including Avril Pearce and Lesley 
Williams. Harold had a huge career change in 
the early 1970s  when he swapped farming life 
for TWA then American Airlines at Heathrow 
Airport until he retired. 

In true community spirit, Harold was a volunteer driver for Age Concern and helped to 
deliver the Wraysbury News magazine on his bicycle around the village. Both Harold and 
Barbara loved gardening and would spend many hours on it.  

Harold and Barbara 
played a massive 
part in Wraysbury 
life. Harold founded 
and was Vice 
Chairman of  the 
Wraysbury Wine & 
Social Club where he 
arranged outings to 
the theatre in London, Warner holidays and 
vineyard trips. In the early days, the club produced 
some amazing Music Hall shows which they both 
took part in. Harold loved reciting his monologues 
and Barbara was on stage dancing and singing, as 
well as costume making behind the scenes. They 
were also members of the Jazz club, the Country & 
Western club (which Harold founded with Len & 
Avril Pearce), Wraysbury Horticultural Society and 
Harold was also President of the Bowls Club.  

Their family blossomed as they became grandparents and later, great-grandparents. In 
latter years, many would have seen Harold riding around on his mobility scooter, waving 
his walking stick as a friendly hello. He was a kind, caring, thoughtful, helpful man and a 
true gentleman. Sadly, Barbara suffered with Alzheimers and when it got too much for 
her, she moved to Larchfield Care Home in Maidenhead, where she passed away in 
October 2020. Harold’s mobility and health declined and he moved into a care home in 
Windsor. Sadly he passed away a few months later in January 2021.  



 

 

WRAYSBURY LADIES BADMINTON 

Are you interested in Badminton? We are a ladies 

group who meet every Thursday morning from 10am 

to 12 noon at the Wraysbury Village Hall. We are 

looking for ladies to join our group. We play for fun 

and exercise and try to make it a social morning. 

 

There are no leagues to play and beginners are most welcome. 

Please contact Kim on 01784 482395 or Pam on 01784 482545 for more details. 

Or just turn up at the Village Hall – your first game is free. 
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WVWI 
Wraysbury Village Women’s Institute (Est 2018) 

 

Our fabulous group of ladies may not have met formally over the past year due to the 
pandemic but we are still raring to go! We have been keeping in touch with members 
by regularly sending out Berkshire Federation information and our own little 
newsletters. Our wonderful committee meet in the virtual world at least monthly to 
plan or discuss ways forward. 
 
SO, the expectation is to get together on the fourth Tuesday of the very first month we 
are able to safely access Wraysbury Village Halls - which is looking hopeful for June and 
by the time this magazine comes through your door!  Plans for visiting speakers and 
practical workshops are on our long list of events but what we are mostly looking 
forward to is the social interaction, friendship and having fun once again, as well as 
supporting our local village fairs. 
 
Existing members – GET READY FOR A BRIGHT NEW FUTURE AT THE WRAYSBURY 
VILLAGE WI 
 
New members wanting to join our happy group – LOOK OUT FOR US ON FACEBOOK…
you will be warmly welcomed! 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Nicola Harrington-Gray 
PRESIDENT  
 

MEMORIES OF 

HAPPY ACTIVITIES 

AT WVWI  



 

 

 IN TRIBUTE TO PETER KNOTT  

Peter was born to Leonard and Mary Knott in September 1942, 

the eldest of four children with Marilyn, Elizabeth and Michael 

following.  Starting his education at West Drayton Primary 

School, he went on to Southall Technical College and finally 

London University to study Physics and Mathematics, later 

becoming a member of the Institute of Statisticians. 

In his spare time, he bought a Morgan car and spent a lot of 

time taking it apart down to four wooden planks and four wheels. After further 

tinkering and a respray many hair-raising experiences followed. 

His first job was at Wilkinson Sword in the technical department and then Thorn EMI to 

work on mathematical modelling of defence projects, at times highly classified. It also 

required him to travel abroad frequently on NATO contracts. After 25 years, due to cuts 

in defence funding, he and many others were made redundant. 

In the two years that followed, he kept busy working on the house and garden at 

Wispers and volunteering at the Adult Education Centre in Staines teaching Maths and 

Literacy before returning to full time employment, following his son’s footsteps in 

running the IT team at COIL. Later he enjoyed part-time work for Bowie Systec, fully 

retiring at 72. 

In 1965 Peter met Anita at a local Iver watering hole, the ‘North Star’, where many of 

Peter’s friends gathered regularly. Anita knew Peter to be a truly kind, wonderful and 

interesting man and they married in St Catherine’s Church, on 12th April 1969. It was a 

very windy day with many female guests chasing their hats across the green. They were 

fortunate enough to share 51 incredible years together.   

They lived for a time in Fleet but, following the death of Anita’s father, they moved back 

to West Drayton to live with Anita’s mum while they searched for somewhere else.  

They found a new home in Wraysbury in 1971 and set about modernising it.  Peter built 

a new kitchen and bathroom before getting builders in to construct a Granny annexe for 

Anita’s mum, Queenie, who lived happily with them for 30 years. In 1973, they were 

blessed with the birth of their wonderful son Richard, and in 1975, their beautiful 

daughter, Clare. 

Richard joined cubs and it was due to a Father and Son camp that Peter was asked to 

get involved with the Wraysbury Scout Group and later became Group Scout Leader, a 

post he held for 25 years. It was a time of much activity and he gathered around him 

some wonderful friends. The group grew to include Beavers and Venture Scouts and he 

even enlisted his daughter and her friends to become Girl Scouts, the first in the 

country.  
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The Scouting schedule each year was hectic and Peter was always involved in either 

attending or organising the many events to keep the children active and raise much 

needed funds. Events included Freeze Out camp at Bears Rails, jumble sales and metal 

collections, St George’s Day parades, the Village Fair where the Scouts took charge of 

organising the event and taking part in the raft race, swimming, canoeing and kayaking 

competitions, family camps with around 100 village members attending, Bonfire night 

catering  for around 1000 villagers, Remembrance Day Services at Wraysbury and Horton 

churches, Gang Shows at the Village Hall and the Christmas mail which involved delivering 

Christmas cards in Hythe End, Horton and Wraysbury. The group also spent a number of 

years Dragon Boat racing, travelling to other countries and winning many prizes.   

During early 2000 the old Scout hut (originally a WW1 army hut) was deemed to be worn 

out and health & safety regulations made maintenance too costly. Building the new Scout 

and Guide hut was a joint venture between the group and the Parish Council. The 

proposed building needed a climbing wall, stage, kitchen and separate activity room. The 

facility also needed to be self-contained including access for the disabled. Ideas were put 

forward by the Scouts and Guides, with the 

leadership team in which Peter played a central 

part. Construction took longer than intended 

but in July 2008 Peter wrote to HRH Prince 

Philip inviting him to open the new 

headquarters. Everyone was delighted when it 

was confirmed that it would be opened by HRH 

on the 25th of October 2008. Invitations went 

out to 250 people. The visit was an enormous 

success with Peter and Andy Bouch escorting 

the Prince around the building and introducing 

him to children and leaders old and new. Before he stood down as Group Scout Leader 

Peter arranged for the purchase of the lake by the club for canoeing and water activities. 

Never one to sit idle, Peter was also a School Governor at Wraysbury Primary School for 

some years and Chairman of the Parochial Charities, giving financial support to many 

people and organisations within the village. 

He loved his family and worked hard on the family history, tracing it back through London 

and Norfolk, the earliest record being a William Knott in 1752. Many family holidays were 

arranged around this search, consisting of tents and much rain. He was proud as punch to 

become a grandad to beautiful Aimee Rae and Lucie Ana. He loved hearing of their 

progress at school, swimming and gymnastics activities.  Peter was a well-respected and 

much-loved gentleman who will be sorely missed by everyone that knew him. 

Anita Knott 
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WRAYSBURY BOWLS CLUB 

The club is situated at The Green, 
by the Village Halls car park in a 
picturesque setting adjacent to the 
windmill and has a recently 
refurbished all-weather artificial 
bowling surface. Normally, our 
summer season would now be well 
under way with our twice-weekly 
‘roll-ups’, in-house competitions as 
well as league and friendly 
matches against other clubs. 

But as we all know, these are not normal times – so as this edition is published we 
hope the Government Roadmap is still on course so that play can be opened up in a 
wider manner. 

After the January lockdown, bowling was permitted again on March 29th under 
organised sport guidelines, with only eight players allowed on our green at any one 
time. Encouragingly, a good number of our members booked to play the game they 
enjoy and get some fresh air and good exercise. 

On June 21st, the hope is that all restrictions will be lifted, which would enable larger 
groups to be at the club and our roll-up sessions and competitions to resume.   

This year it has not been possible to hold our May Open Day.  However, if there is a 
chance to fit in a taster day later in the summer, it would be an opportunity for those 
who wish to try their hand at this entertaining game. If this happens, we will announce 
it via social media and posters. 

Despite problems faced during the pandemic, we are pleased that several new 
members have joined which shows promise for the future. We would still welcome 
anyone to get in touch should they wish to try out this engaging sport or already play 
the game and are new to the area. An individual introductory session could be 
arranged. 

On a sad note, the club lost three of its long-standing members early this year. 

We wish to pay tribute to Harold Hutt, who was Club Chairman for the past ten years 
and served on the committee for twenty years; Ernie Coleman, who was a founder 
member and the club’s first Secretary, a post he held for many years; and Eddie Wisby, 
a popular member who was men’s singles champion in 2007 and 2008. They will all be 
sadly missed …. but well remembered!  

For further information on club events and news visit our website:  
www.wraysburybowlsclub.co.uk 

Club Secretary: Fred Parsons 

http://www.wraysburybowlsclub.co.uk
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Like so many choirs silenced by the pandemic, we’re really missing our Wednesday 
night rehearsals at Trevelyan School in Windsor.  Zoom has filled the gap as best it can, 
and has enabled us to keep in touch and enjoy singing together, but now that at long 
last there is light at the end of the tunnel, we’re getting ready to don our singing masks 
and meet again in person – hopefully sometime in June. We’re wondering how a 
friendly, sociable group of enthusiastic singers like us will feel about the necessary 
restrictions we’re needing to observe in our carefully risk-assessed rehearsal hall. We 
know it will undoubtedly change the dynamic, yet we can’t wait to see each other and 
feel like a proper group again!  

There are so many exciting things to look forward to.  We had to postpone our tour to 
Georgia and Armenia yet again, but have now re-scheduled for May 2022 and, if all 
goes well, we’ll be rehearsing for a performance of Carmina Burana with the Windsor 
& Maidenhead Symphony Orchestra planned for November at the new Braywick 
Concert Hall in Maidenhead. Subject to confirmation and a little nearer the time, full 
details and tickets will be made available on our website.  

Singing in a choir is so uplifting and good for everyone’s physical and emotional health.  
We always welcome new members so if you love singing and are willing to learn, 
whatever your level of ability, do have a look at our website 
www.royalfreesingers.org.uk and find out if a choir like ours is for you.  

Ros Middleton 

Wraysbury Art Society 

Having been out of action for over a year, excepting the few 
weeks between “lock-downs” in the autumn, I am hoping that 
everyone is keeping well and looking forward to groups re-
opening and a bit of normality re-asserting itself. With any luck 
we should be able to start meeting again once Step 4 of Boris’ 
plan kicks in, so fingers crossed for June 21st. 

We operate as a club rather than as a class and we are a group 
of friendly and enthusiastic amateur artists (and crafters). If you 
have a couple of hours to spare on a Monday morning between 
9.30am and 12.30pm, why not come and join us in the Colne 
Room at Wraysbury Village Halls. For more information, please 
feel free to contact me. 

Lesley West (Secretary)  Phone: 07930 362403 

e-mail: lesleywest125@btinternet.com 

http://www.royalfreesingers.org.uk


 

 

Memories of JOHN SLEEP 

John was born in Wraysbury on 26 January 1921, and, except 
for a few years here and there in Portsmouth, Westbury and in 
the Army during WWII, he has lived here all his life. John’s 
father (Walter) was a builder based near the Perseverance and 
the family ration book from the 1940s tells us that they lived 
at “Medani” even back then. The youngest of three brothers 
and one sister John hated school and left as early as possible 
to be an apprentice cabinet maker in Slough.  

The love of working with wood was never to leave him and 
John ended up making professional gymnastics equipment – 
vaulting horses, beams, bars and so on. He and his wife, 
Margaret, started a business at Molesey, and later had 
another business at Westbury in Wiltshire. 

John also started up Garden Designs, a landscape gardening and maintenance company, 
which his son, Mark, took over when John retired. John made all sorts of garden ornaments 
out of fibreglass and concrete, some of which were caricatures of people. Many can still be 
seen decorating the homes and gardens of Wraysbury residents. 

John got to know his wife Margaret as they grew up together in Wraysbury, where her 
family had moved to from County Durham. They wrote to each other throughout the war 
and a treasure trove of their letters to each other has been discovered at home only 
recently. They were married in 1946 and remained together until the loss of Margaret in 
2014.  They had two children, Mark and Margaret, four grandchildren Sam, Natasha, 
Kirsten and Alex and two great-grandchildren Poppy and Toby. 

John is a hero of this nation, and also of France and 
Holland. He has so many medals it is a wonder he could 
stand up straight! Amongst them is the Legion d’Honneur, 
which the French don’t dish out to just anyone! He joined 
the Army in 1940, initially serving on the coast of East 
Anglia, before joining the Paras and heading to Africa 
where he saw action in Algeria, Libya, Tunisia, and later 
Italy. He returned to the UK on Christmas Eve 1943 to 
commence training for the D-Day landings. 

John landed in Normandy on D-Day +4 with orders to 
meet up with a French contingent for further briefing. 
When the French did not arrive (presumably a casualty of 
the constant heavy shelling), John attached himself to the 
Royal Norfolk Regiment and remained with them. (He 
decided to join them because their CO was a plain, 
unpretentious man.) He then embarked on the liberation 
of France and invasion of the Netherlands – from Normandy, through France, Belgium and 
Holland, right up to the German border. In John’s words “A bloody long walk”!! 
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In October 1944, John was severely wounded by an exploding tank shell near Venray and 
he was evacuated back to the UK. His war was over, and he spent over 12 months being 
treated in hospital, until he was eventually medically discharged in 1946. 

John is still revered in Holland, particularly in Venray, one of the towns he liberated, 
where he attended an annual memorial parade every year up until 2019. He had many 
friends among local residents whom he stayed with and is well known - even to 
schoolchildren who do projects on their liberators.  

There was a church in Venray, called the Church of Peace, with a wall full of crosses, 
carved by John, in memory of those who gave their lives, named the John Sleep Wall. 
Unfortunately, the church has since closed, but the memorial crosses were given to the 
families of those people who had died. 

In spite of his highly distinguished war record, John remained a quiet, unassuming, warm 
and friendly man, with a great sense of humour and a love for his home, his garden, his 
workshop and especially his family. 

He and Margaret set up the Anglo-Dutch Bond in 2004, a charity dedicated to the welfare 
of veterans, their wives, and widows and, in particular, to help them in dealing with post 
war stress related issues. 

John was a campaigner for Wraysbury as well. He defended the ancient rights of access 
extending 8 yards either side of the River Colne, protected the 2,500-year-old Ankerwycke 
Yew, and campaigned against a shopping mall proposed for the site of Heron Lake and 
against the landfill site just off Staines Road. 

He was awarded the “Freedom of Wraysbury” in January 2021 in recognition of all the 
great work he has done to support, defend and preserve the village over so very many 
years. Unfortunately, he didn’t get the chance to take advantage of whatever rights this 
award included!! 

His creativity is demonstrated in the many beautiful, curious and quirky objects he has 
designed and made. While in his 80s he took it into his head to make rocking horses – and 
he created some beauties! 

He loved sugar in his tea (6 spoons anyone?) and often squirrelled away sugar cubes in 
case he wasn’t offered sugar on his next visit. He ate a fry-up every morning and with a 
diet like that it is amazing that John lived to be a hundred. The family put it down to 
stubbornness. He was determined to reach his 100th birthday (which he did on 26th 
January) and to end his days in the home he loved. Nothing would stop him: not 2 bouts 
of Covid, nor breaking both hips. He died peacefully at home in the early hours of 18th 
February. His carer, Shaheen, of whom John was very fond, was at home with him when 
he passed away. 

John was a very tolerant man who never said a bad word against anyone despite all the 
horrors he went through in the war. He was interviewed for a film which will be coming 
out this year, where he is described as “A hero of the British Army.” The film is called “A 
Monument of Tolerance.” 

John was deeply loved by his family and his very many friends. He will be greatly missed. 

Taken from John’s eulogy 
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Your village, your community, your website 

Wraysbury.com like the rest of our village has had highs and lows over the last year. 

During the initial lockdown, as our community sprang into action to help its more 

vulnerable members, we were able to help in the coordination and dissemination of 

information, working closely with Wraysbury & Horton Voluntary Care.   

We saw significant spikes of activity during the threatened floods, as we offered up-to-

date river levels, and links to other resources and groups, and again with the second 

wave of Covid-19, with the granular coronavirus figures, giving a very localised view of 

the risk in Wraysbury (and Old Windsor, with whom we are linked for this data).  

However, with so little social activity in the village, we have very little to tell 

about our clubs, societies, events etc. Little was happening, there was little to 

tell…hopefully as the spring advances towards summer, and lockdown lifts, our 

community will bounce back to its usual vibrant and busy self. We are certainly 

looking forward to that.  

This is your website, it is here to support your community, advertise your clubs, 

businesses and events and to inform you. Please do get involved, and please do make 

suggestions of any other aspects of community life it could cover. The more we all put in, 

the more we can all take out.  

If you would like to get involved with the site, as a budding journalist, occasional 

contributor or just wish to add a business, club or event please do contact us at: 

editor@Wraysbury.com. 

 
Simon, The Editor, Wraysbury.com 
 
 

 

mailto:editor@Wraysbury.com
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 WRAYSBURY WINE AND SOCIAL CLUB 

(THIRD CORONAVIRUS EDITION) 

Best wishes to you all; nearly there now! 

With the successful production of effective vaccines things are definitely looking up! 
By the time this edition goes out we should be almost out of lockdown and back on 
the road to normality. 

The Wine Circle committee have been keeping our programme for the year under 
review and are hopeful of holding our first meeting since March 2020 on Tuesday 3rd 
August. The subject for the evening is to be confirmed but we will be so happy to get 
back into the hall together it really doesn’t matter! 

Our first dance of the year will be on Saturday 23rd October followed by New Year’s 
Eve. In February 2022 the ABBA dance, postponed from February 2021 takes place. 

Normally our monthly meetings take place on the first Tuesday of each month at 
8pm in the Village Hall; we have some excellent speakers, food and wine tastings plus 
our regular wine making competitions. There is also a busy social side with dances 
and outings. 

Amongst all this we still find time to keep up with our original winemaking roots; with 
competitions in January, February, June and October, including the three legs of Wine 
Maker of the Year. 

*WHY NOT JOIN THE WRAYSBURY WINE AND SOCIAL CLUB* 

 (Brewing skills NOT compulsory) 

As you can see from the above there is always something interesting at our meetings 
and you could be a part of this for only £10 a year. Just come along to the Village 
Halls on the first Tuesday of the month, before our 8pm start time and make 
yourself known to our Chairman, Ray Alletson or myself, Christine Morgan 
(Secretary); you will be most welcome.  

If you are interested in wine making we have many members willing to give you 
advice and encouragement. There are competitions throughout the year and a 
chance to become Wine Maker of the Year! 

YOU DO NOT NEED TO BE A MEMBER TO ATTEND OUR DANCES! 

Just ring Sheila Wareham on 01753 841132 for tickets 

Christine Morgan (Sec) 01784 482175 or mccwnews@hotmail.co.uk  

Christine Morgan 

mailto:mccwnews@hotmail.co.uk


 

 

AROMATHERAPY & STRESS MANAGEMENT 

***************************************************
WHAT IS STRESS? 

Stress, now considered a normal part of life, can be a positive 
experience, creating a buzz of excitement, concentration or increased 
energy, clarity of thought, self-esteem, confidence, rational thought, 
happiness and contentment. 

More often, however, the term is used to describe negative emotions 
or feelings of anxiety or tension in overwhelming situations.  This 
negative stress occurs when there is a mismatch between the way we 
perceive both the demands placed upon us and our ability to cope 
with them.  The difference between how we view the demands and 
how we think we can cope determines the level of stress we 
experience. 

HOW AROMATHERAPY CAN HELP 

Studies have shown that aromatherapy can be helpful in stress 
management and prevention.  It can help stimulate the immune 
system, avoiding that run-down feeling which can leave a person 
more vulnerable to viral or bacterial infections.  A more balanced 
lifestyle can be encouraged with the correct use of essential oils.  A 
balanced state of mind promotes vitality and enhances the ability to 
cope with potential difficult situations e.g. business meetings, 
presentations, visiting dentists, job insecurity and mental exhaustion. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Call Roma Therapies on 01784 483185 or 07940 756585 or 

email rosemary@romatherapies.co.uk. 

See also our website for other therapies - www.romatherapies.co.uk 

mailto:rosemary@romatherapies.co.uk
http://www.romatherapies.co.uk
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WRAYSBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Well, it does appear at the moment that 2021 will not be any more exciting than 2020, 

although we do intend to do a one-day trip in September. 

All our trips that were planned for 2020, re-scheduled for 2021 ae now re-scheduled yet 

again for 2022! Surely we will not have to postpone them again! Our day trip to 

Leonardslee Gardens is now booked for the 11th May 2022, but it is unlikely that our annual 

picnic trip this year to Penshurst Place on July 7th will take place, as it is quite close to 

coming out of lockdown and as yet nobody is sure what restrictions will be in place. 

We have confirmed our day trip to Houghton Lodge gardens on September 16th. Our trip 

will include coffee/tea on arrival, a guided tour of the House, lunch and tea before we 

leave. Hopefully we will have a full coach! 

As for the short breaks, Chatsworth & the High Peaks has been rebooked for June 2022 and 

the Isle of Man visit will now take place from 25th – 29th September 2022.  

We are in discussion with our tour operator about the Christmas Markets cruise in late 

November. We will of course canvas those people already booked to find out how they feel 

about travelling. Perhaps we could transfer to a Dutch bulb-field cruise in April 2022 and 

make a long-awaited return to Keukenhof Gardens. That decision will have to be made 

shortly. It will certainly be a much shorter coach journey to pick up the boat than going to 

Cologne for the Christmas Markets cruise and it all depends on our members having the 

confidence to travel abroad. 

Now, with a resurgence of interest in gardening we are looking for people to come forward 

to help run the Horticultural Society. It would be great if we could return to having bi-

monthly meetings with visiting speakers. Pam & I do not wish to take on any more and are 

actually looking to ease down on our involvement with various clubs. We require fresh 

ideas to ensure that many clubs, not just the Horticultural Society, can continue for the 

foreseeable future and we hope that when lockdown finally ends, big numbers of members 

will return. By the time you read this summer should be with us; I hope all those people 

who have found gardening in the last year will continue to enjoy growing flowers and 

vegetables. It has given me a lot of joy over the last 7+ years. 

Should any of our trips interest you, please get in contact as there will be places available. 

All those people who have paid deposits will remain on our lists of course. 

Please continue to keep safe, keep healthy and perhaps enjoy relaxing in the sunshine 

admiring all the work you will have put in. 

Pam & Ray Alletson  



 

 

In memory of Robin Nichols MBE 

1st May 1933 – 29th September 2020 

Robin, 86 in March 2020 wearing his 

RAF uniform & MBE 

Robin 4th from left in the  

Bristol University Air Squadron 

Flying across the Atlantic on one of the 

early Sikorsky seaplanes, where the crew 

gave him his treasured Short Snorter, 

helped cement his love of flying. He 

completed his first solo flight in a glider 

at the age of seventeen, and his first solo 

in a Chipmunk a year later in the Bristol 

University Air Squadron. He gained his 

Wings in the RAF whilst completing his 

National Service flying the RAF jet fighter 

the De Havilland Vampire.  

Robin’s early years were in Kent where he 

remembered watching the Battle of Britain 

overhead. He inherited his love of engineering 

from his father and his love of adventure from his 

mother, who took him travelling around Canada, 

aged nine, for six years during WW2. There he 

learnt to snow ski, Canadian canoe and taught 

himself aerodynamics and how engines work by 

building model aeroplanes that won him a flight 

in a two seat Luscombe. 

After the RAF he joined BOAC (later BA) as a 

commercial pilot. It was a job that he loved and 

he would often say it didn’t feel like work. His 

flexible working patterns allowed him to spend 

time on his passions for snow and water-skiing. 

Robin competed at, and often won, offshore ski 

racing tournaments in the 1960s and 1970s and 

continued to compete every year in slalom, trick 

and jump. 

 

Robin slalom skiing 

During this time, he met Tony Edge, who taught himself to ski again after he lost a leg in 

the war, and David Nations. Together they founded the British Disabled Waterski and 

Wakeboard Association which he tirelessly and selflessly built and grew over the years, 

welcoming and accommodating any type of disability, including injured servicemen and 

women from Headley Court. He was always in demand as one of the few international 

homologators and judges at ski tournaments in the UK and around the world.  
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Donations 

The BDWWA at Heron Lake, Wraysbury, have kindly set up a donation page for those 

wishing to mark Robin’s life. 

If desired, donations can be made to the British Disabled Waterski and Wakeboard 

Association (BDWWA) via the following link: 

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/SomeoneSpecial/RobinNichols 

He set up coaching and ski boat driver 

accreditations, wrote numerous articles for water-ski 

magazines and developed specialist disabled ski 

equipment including the triple bar he designed to 

teach a one-legged person to ski. 

In 2015 he was awarded an MBE for his work for the 

charity and was keen to point out that it was a team 

effort involving all the other volunteers and those 

who made it happen. 

 

Robin & Sue on their wedding day 

Robin often said he had lived a charmed life, his only 

sadness being the loss of his beloved Sue who passed 

away from cancer in 1991. He always said that not a day 

went by without thinking of her. Sue, who trained as a 

nurse, was an active member of Wraysbury Tennis Club 

and helped deliver meals on wheels. They set up their 

home together by the River Thames in Wraysbury in 

1969 where they had two daughters, Anna and Zoe.  

Robin was an extremely talented military, commercial 

and private pilot, and continued his passion for flying his 

two-seater plane all over the country and Europe with 

his last flight only in March of 2020, just before 

lockdown. Seventy years of flying, quite an achievement. 

An honourable gentleman who changed the 

lives of so many, Robin lived life to its fullest 

and in support of others. He wanted as many 

people as possible to experience the freedom, 

exhilaration and thrill of flying at speed across 

the water, regardless of their abilities. 

Courtesy of Anna Malkin 

Robin receiving his MBE from Princess Anne 

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/SomeoneSpecial/RobinNichols
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PUZZLE CORNER 

By Clive Ferguson 

 

 

1) Where is the most westerly point on mainland UK? 

2) Where would you find the deepest part of the earth’s oceans? 

3) What is the world’s deepest river? 

4) Grafton Street and Henry Street are the two principal shopping streets in which    
EU capital? 

5) Which is the world’s largest desert? 

6) Helen Fielding admitted she stole the plot of which Jane Austen novel for 
‘Bridget Jones’s Diary? 

7) What was the alternative name for Robin Goodfellow in Shakespeare’s 
‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’? 

8) Which Joseph Conrad novel title shares its name with the spaceship in Ridley 
Scott’s film ‘Alien’? 

9) How many Canterbury Tales did Geoffrey Chaucer actually complete? 

10) First performed in 1956, who wrote the play ‘Look Back In Anger’? 

11) Which French chef developed the recipes in ‘Le Guide Culinaire’ (1903) whilst 
working at The Ritz and the Savoy? 

12) Which chef was known as the “Galloping Gourmet”? 

13) How does “Paella” get its name? 

14) What was the title of Delia Smith’s first cookery book published in 1971? 

15) Which celebrity chef wrote ‘ The River Cottage Cookbook’? 

16) The Queen’s official birthday is usually celebrated on the 2nd Saturday of which 
month? 

17) The death penalty for murder was abolished in Great Britain in which year? 

18) Who is the only person to lead the Labour Party to 3 consecutive General 
Elections? 

19) In 1982, who disbanded ‘The Jam’ at the height of their popularity? 

20) What is the cross between a zebra and a donkey known as? 

Answers on page 147 



 

 

MAGNA CARTA BOOK CLUB 

Magna Carta Book Club usually meets on the first Tuesday of the month, taking it in turns 

to meet in members’ homes. We still have a glass of wine or a coffee on Zoom and in some 

cases cake too (one must keep up standards!)  

Every month, we vary book genres by taking suggestions from the “host” each time. We 

have no barriers to the types of book and thoroughly enjoy the discussion they provoke. 

There’s no obligation to read every book but we still enjoy the company. 

Here is a selection of our favourites from the books we’ve recently read: 

Where The Crawdads Sing  by Delia Owens is a painfully beautiful 

first novel that is at once a murder mystery, a coming-of-age narrative 

and a celebration of nature . . . Owens here surveys the desolate 

marshlands of the North Carolina coast through the eyes of an abandoned 

child. And in her isolation that child makes us open our own eyes to the 

secret wonders - and dangers - of her private world. We all agreed this is a 

superb book that stays with you.  

The Evening and the Morning by Ken Follett. It is 997 CE, 

the end of the Dark Ages, and England faces attacks from the 

Welsh in the west and the Vikings in the east. A young boatbuilder 

dreams of a better future when a devastating Viking raid shatters 

his life and he loses the woman he loves. Meanwhile, a Norman 

noblewoman follows her beloved husband across the sea to a new 

land only to find her life in England is shocking and a capable monk 

at Shiring Abbey dreams of transforming his humble abbey into a 

centre of learning. All three lives become entwined in this thrilling 

insight into Medieval life. A Ken Follett masterpiece. 

The Thursday Murder Club by Richard Osman. Richard’s first 

novel is full of character and humour while being an intriguing 

mystery with quite a few twists. Fun to read, it is set in a peaceful 

retirement village where four unlikely friends meet up once a week to 

investigate unsolved murders. But when a brutal killing takes place on 

their very doorstep, The Thursday Murder Club find themselves in the 

middle of their first live case.  
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MAGNA CARTA BOOK CLUB (cont…) 

A Gentleman In Moscow by Amor Towles  immersed us in 

another elegantly drawn era with the story of Count Alexander 

Rostov. When, in 1922, he is deemed an unrepentant aristocrat by a 

Bolshevik tribunal, the Count is sentenced to house arrest in the 

Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from the Kremlin. We all 

loved this book and there is also an excellent review on the BBC Radio 

4 Book Club which you can listen to.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000tvgy 

Logging Off by Nick Spalding. Ever wondered about being too 

dependant on the digital world? Andy Bellows is in a right state. 

Plagued with insomnia, anxiety and neckache, he’s convinced 

there’s something seriously wrong with him. And the worst thing 

is that his doctor agrees. The diagnosis: Andy is in the grip of a self

-destructive addiction to technology—he just cannot put that 

bloody mobile phone down! Some of us were a bit sceptical at 

first but we found this very funny and  it did make most of us 

think about how much time we spend on-line; though during lock-

down some of us would have found ourselves feeling very isolated 

without it. A fun and thought provoking read.  

Away With The Penguins by Hazel Prior. A curmudgeonly but 

charming old woman, her estranged grandson, and a colony of 

penguins proves it's never too late to be the person you want to be 

in this rich, heart-warming story. Hold off your disbelief when an 85 

year old lady moves in with a group of scientists in Antarctica, you’ll 

be surprised how moving it can be when things go awry and a 

penguin called Patrick opens up her heart.  

 

 

Socially, we are starting to go for socially distanced walks together and 

have outdoor groups of six to discuss the books.  

Stay safe everyone and keep reading  



 

 

  

LIBRARY NEWS 

 

 

The Royal Borough is in the midst of a major cost saving exercise and the Library Service 
is not immune. The RBWM has been running a Library Transformation public 
consultation survey in order to gauge people's requirements. This is a second 
consultation different to the Library Opening Hours consultation which closed in 
November 2020 and garnered in excess of 1800 responses. The survey proposes a 
number of community library closures and a further reduction in opening hours.  The 
survey will have closed by the time this is published and thanks to all who participated. 

There has been some degree of concern that the (relatively) new super Container library 
was being taken out of service entirely, but thankfully that has been disabused – the 
current thinking is to reduce the number of locations. Wraysbury figures highly in the list 
of locations, particularly because of its high footfall relative to the other locations, so we 
are hopeful that we will be one of the sites retained. 

Lockdown has still proved a challenge for the Library Service. The Container could not be 
used because of the issue of social distancing, so a click-and-collect service was initiated, 
with deliveries at first to the Wraysbury Village Halls car park, but later from Windsor 
library, plus an additional stop for the Mobile Library after its visit to Horton, which was 
much appreciated by Wraysbury residents. The Library service is working to get the 
Container back in service by early June. 

There is a Library Newsletter issued on an (almost) regular basis, the latest of which you 
can view on the RBWM web site at 

 https://www.rbwm.gov.uk/home/leisure-and-culture/libraries/library-newsletter 

If you are keen to have this newsletter pushed directly to your email account, you can 
subscribe to it from the same page (or from some of the social media sites below). 

If you are a social media aficionado you can follow the library on one of the following; 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/RBWM_libraries 

Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/RBWMLib/ 

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/rbwm_libraries/?hl=en 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCupoMDGoSwCBuT0ijT_wlUQ 

Don't just browse but actively follow so that the Library Staff can see that their work is 
appreciated. For example, although there are close to 2,000 followers of the Facebook 
site, there are fewer than 40 for the YouTube site (at time of writing of course}. 

https://www.rbwm.gov.uk/home/leisure-and-culture/libraries/library-newsletter
https://www.instagram.com/rbwm_libraries/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCupoMDGoSwCBuT0ijT_wlUQ
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HORTON MOBILE LIBRARY 

The mobile library stops at Champney Hall on Stanwell Road every third Tuesday 

between 13:00 and  13:25 

Dates for the rest of 2021 are as follows; 

 8th June 

 29th June 

 20th July 

 10th August 

 31st August 

 21st September 

 12th October 

 2nd November 

 23rd November 

 14th December 

 

There is lots of interesting stuff on these sites including; 

• Recommended Reads 

• Story Time Videos 

• Book Promotion Days 

• Author of the Week 

• Summer Reading Challenges 

I look forward to seeing you at the Container when the time is right. 

Janet Pugh 

WRAYSBURY CONTAINER LIBRARY 

Wraysbury Village Halls car park each Wednesday  10:30—13:30 and  14:30—19:00 

Tel: 01628 796555  
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Egham Choral  

 A Traditional Choir – Founded 1953 
 
 
 
 

 

Egham Choral is a friendly and busy traditional choral society. There are several 
Wraysbury residents who sing in the choir across all voice parts.  

The challenging times have continued! We were one of very few choirs who did 
manage some live singing last year – in a very strange style with masks and social 
distancing. It would have been a very strange Christmas with no choral singing. 

Most of the choir have now embraced the new technology of Zoom and the on-line 
choir, which is our only method of really keeping in touch and learning new music. On 
the plus side, Zoom has enabled us to have guest teaching from the great Bob Chilcott, 
so well known and respected in choral music. A treat for regular choir members and 
open to visitors as well.  

The choir committee keep a very close eye on government updates and are fully 
supported by Making Music, our national choir organisation, regarding the pandemic 
directives. As a choir we remain flexible to change, hope for the best and try to make 
plans in financially straitened circumstances. Do keep an eye on the website for all the 
details www.eghamchoral.org.  

We are a friendly choir and still welcome new members to join us. There are no 
auditions to worry about and someone in each voice part is designated to welcome 
you and look after you through your first weeks with us. 

We rehearse on Monday evenings from 7:30pm to 9:30pm – broadly following school 
terms. The rehearsal venue is the United Church of Egham (UCE), High Street, 
Egham. UCE is COVID secure with socially distanced seating, a hygiene station to use 
on entry and a strict cleaning regime between different users. UCE is an accessible 
venue with a ramp and wide doors. There is plenty of parking nearby (free in the 
evenings).  

Contact our chairman at chairman@eghamchoral.org for more details. 

We look forward to seeing what happens in the next few months to bring a return to 
live performance in the arts and very much hope to have some concerts in 2021.  

Lynn Moran (member since 1982, proving it is a great place to sing!)  

http://www.united-church-of-egham.org.uk/
mailto:chairman@eghamchoral.org


 

 

WRAYSBURY PAROCHIAL CHARITIES 

 
The Wraysbury Parochial Charities is a charitable trust fund which originally dates back to 
the sixteenth century and was created specifically to support the residents of the Parish 
of Wraysbury. 

There are nine Trustees who are responsible for the running of the charity, each of 
whom have lived in Wraysbury for many years. The Trustees generally meet every three 
months and our main purpose is to provide financial assistance to individual Wraysbury 
residents who find themselves in need of help. 

We sadly lost our longest serving Trustee and former Chairman, Peter Knott, who passed 
away quite suddenly last November. We’re not sure for exactly how long Peter was a 
Trustee of the Charity but we know it was well in excess of 30 years, and he served as our 
elected Chairman from 2008 until 2017. The Charity was certainly very close to Peter’s 
heart and he maintained an active role in our activities right up to his passing. 

Peter was also of course very closely associated with the Scout Group for over 30 years, 
all of which as Group Scout Leader, and it was his foresight, planning and tenacity that 
directly led to the building and equipping of the Scout Headquarters and Community Hall 
which now stands on the Green. I suspect that not many residents will know that it was 
also almost entirely down to Peter that the Village Fair was saved some 20 years ago, 
when the original Fair Committee folded. Peter stepped in and had the Scout Group (i.e. 
basically him!) organise and manage the annual Fair for a number of years until the 
present team took over. 

So, it is very fitting that the Charity has arranged for a bench to be sited in his memory on 
the Green near to the Scout HQ that is perhaps the strongest and most visible of his 
many contributions to life in our village. Peter will be sorely missed by everyone who 
knew him. 

Because of the COVID pandemic, we have had to hold virtual meetings for the past year 
which has been quite an experience and something of a challenge in technical terms, but 
we have managed to weather the difficulties. With many village clubs and societies not 
being able to meet, we have had a relatively quiet year in terms of requests for support, 
but we have nonetheless been able to maintain our support for village institutions such 
as the Village Hall and the Voluntary Care Group, and we have also contributed to the 
funding of the Thames Hospice which is used by Wraysbury residents who are in need of 
palliative care.   

We have, however, received very few requests from Wraysbury residents. If you find 
yourself in need of support, or if you know of someone who is, please do contact us via 
our Secretary, Sue Chapman, whose contact details appear in the Directory of Clubs & 
Organisations at the end of this publication. 

Alan Buckland, Chairman 
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Champney Hall, Horton 

Champney Hall in Horton is available to rent for children's birthday parties, baby 

showers, family parties etc.  The facilities include a kitchen area, toilets and car parking. 

Please contact Sam on 07917 684040 for prices and availability. There are reduced 

prices for Horton residents. 

We can also now offer the main hall for occasional or regular bookings during the day 

on weekdays as well as at weekends, e.g. yoga, dance, drumming . . .  if you need a local 

hall, get in touch to discuss your ideas with us. 

Champney Hall Management Committee are looking for new volunteer members – are 

you interested? We meet five or six times a year - to check the finances, ensure that all 

statutory inspections are up to date, to see if any repairs need doing and to discuss how 

we can improve this facility for the good of the residents. If you think you could help 

with any of these responsibilities or could be another body to help us make decisions or 

let the occasional contractor in, we would love to hear from you.  

Please email ChampneyHall@gmail.com or call 07957 588277 to find out more.  

PS If you are looking for a new job, volunteering in your community will look great on 

your CV!!!   

mailto:ChampneyHall@gmail.com


 

 

THE WRAYSBURY JAZZ CLUB 

As I’m writing this we have been in lockdown, on and off, for a year but hopefully by 
the time you read it things will be a lot freer and brighter! 

Perhaps we are crazy but we are planning our next concert for 13th July with the 
wonderful Dart Valley Stompers. Jeremy Huggett and his band members can’t wait to 
get back to gigging again and we have the Village Hall booked. Of course, it may be 
necessary to have some social distancing still in place. Something we have to be 
prepared for I think. Needless to say, all this depends on things continuing to improve. 
Watch the website for more details as we get nearer to the date. 

Following on from July we have bands booked through to December. All great bands 
and musicians who are all very keen to pick up those instruments again! I’m sure many 
of our members will be as keen, although having been out of circulation for so long it 
may be daunting for some at first. Please let me assure you that every care will be 
taken with your safety. 

If you are a Jazz Club member then please remember that the membership subscription  
fee you paid in December 2019 is still current and will last for the remainder of this 
year, at least. 

Let us hope this is not a fairy tale but will come to pass! Fingers crossed and stay safe. 

Rosemary Smith, Secretary 
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First of all, I must start with the sad news that, after 6 years of organisation, Joy and I 
have decided that we will not be restarting the Country Music club once life gets back to 
something approaching normal following the Covid pandemic. The good news is that 
there is a group of people in the village who wish to take on the organisation of the club 
and we have said that we will provide all the help and assistance that we can to ensure 
a smooth restart. By the time that you read this we hope to have had face to face 
meetings with the new management to chart a way ahead. At present we still have 
bands booked for September, October and November although the band scheduled for 
the Christmas Party has been disbanded and a new one will need to be sought. 

It just remains for me to say a big ‘thank you’ to all who have helped us along the 
journey over the past 6 years, particularly Mark and Jackie in the Village Halls. We wish 
the new organisers every success for the future. 

Frank Burry          

WRAYSBURY COUNTRY MUSIC CLUB 
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Pumpkin Trail: Halloween was a little bit 
different this year due to COVID-19 
restrictions, which meant Trick or Treating was 
replaced with a village Pumpkin Trail. 
Residents placed pumpkins in their windows or 
outside their homes for children to enjoy on 
their spooky walk. Children relied on sweets 
from their parents rather than knocking on 
doors, but it was a great substitution. Swan 
Radio helped to make the event even more 
exciting by running a ‘spooky disco’ at home 
where the children could send in song requests 
and even call the studio to share a joke! 

As I am writing this our group is celebrating its 
1st Birthday and what a crazy year it has been! 
We have done so many amazing things 
together, in some ways I can’t believe it is only 
a year! Thinking back to our Wraysbury Safari, 
the very first initiative, it’s astonishing to see 
how far our group has come and how much 
joy it brings! 

The initiatives have been so well supported by both villages, Wraysbury Primary School, 
Wraysbury News and Swan Radio and it has been an absolute pleasure to be able to keep 
them going! Here is a summary of what we have been doing since our last article... 

Be A Poppy To Remember: To mark 
Remembrance Day and remember those who 
fought for our freedom we created poppy 
displays for our windows. We missed paying our 
respects in person, but we all shared our photos 
to the group to create a collage of remembrance. 

We’re All in This Together  

Wraysbury and Horton 

 Community Facebook Group  

Cont…. 



 

 

Light Up Locally: During December we added a 
blue light to our festive displays to show support 
for our NHS, raise mental health awareness and 
spread positivity throughout our villages. 

Worldwide Christmas Jingle: With the sudden sad news that 
Christmas would not be the same this year, we all felt that it was 
important to take part in the Worldwide Christmas Eve Jingle. This 
meant standing on our doorsteps at 6pm and ringing bells for 2 mins 
to spread festive cheer to each other. We followed this up by singing 
‘We wish you a Merry Christmas’.  Swan Radio hosted a special 
Christmas carol show and counted down to our Jingle. We could not 

believe our eyes when Santa paid our villages a socially distanced visit too - what a treat! 

Keep 2021 Moving: January welcomed the arrival 
of our ‘Keep 2021 Moving’ initiative. We were 
determined to give the year a good start and 
keep it moving forward, so residents logged 
every mile that they exercised and we combined 
our totals each week to see how big our total 
could be! We managed an extraordinary 2,291.5 
miles in January, which included roller-skating, 
cheerleading, cycling and hula hooping to name 
just a few! A bespoke medal was designed and 
Swan Radio awarded a trophy to Oliwia Zalusska 
for being the most enthusiastic and creative 
mover! A big thank you to Benta Hickley for 
creating a whole range of superb sporting 
Gingers to go with the event. 

Bridge of Hope: Pumpkins Preschool held a competition to decorate a heart for the Bridge 
of Hope. The Wraysbury bridge has been decorated to make it colorful and cheerful and to 
say thank you to all the NHS and keyworkers. It was a lovely competition, and the hearts 
were a beautiful addition to the bridge. 
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Coming Up Next… 

Potty About Plants :  On Saturday 12th June there will be a 
plant sale at the front of Wraysbury Primary School from 
12-2pm to raise funds for the school PTFA. As you can 
imagine, raising money and doing events has been 
incredibly challenging for the PTFA this year. That is why 
we are asking you to get involved by growing and donating 
a plant or two to the sale. You could grow a vegetable, 
flower, fruit, house plant or even decorate a pot. Please 
label what you have grown and bring it down to the front 
of the school at 11am on the day of the sale so we can 
organise the plants for the sale. Make sure you come along 
to the sale and support us by buying a new plant too – all 
proceeds will go to the Wraysbury Primary School PTFA. 

That’s it for now. If you haven’t joined our group already please come and find us on 
Facebook – everyone is welcome. 

Natalie Griffin-Smith 

Ozzy The Owl: During half term, the 
wonderful Judi Robinson hosted a 
virtual painting party via Zoom. A 
second date was added as we had 
over 80 painters of all ages take 
part. We created a collage of 
everyone’s artwork to share, it was 
incredible to see everyone’s 
individual personalities in Ozzy.  

The Great Wraysbury and Horton Bake Off: After working so hard in January it was time 
for a treat! The Great Wraysbury and Horton Bake Off gave us a jam packed itinerary for 
February, including live cook-alongs via Zoom and baking themes twice a week to enter. 
Photos of each bake were uploaded to the group for judging and star bakers were awarded 
engraved spatulas as a prize. A huge thank you to our volunteer chefs who ran the weekly 
live cook-alongs, it really was fantastic! 



 

 

The Perseverance 
 

“A Proper Village Pub!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cask Marque & The Good Beer Guide Accredited 
 

Freshly Prepared, Home Cooked Food Served Daily 
 

Beautiful Beer Garden with Wood Fired Pizza Oven and BBQ 
 

Beer, Cider & Gin Festivals 
 

Available for Functions and Club / Society Meetings 
 

Buskers Night 1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month from 8:30pm 
T’ Ukulele Tuesday Last Tuesday of the Month  

Steak Night Wednesday from 5pm 
Quiz Night Thursday from 9pm 

Live Music Every Sunday from 4pm 
 

2 High Street, 
Wraysbury, TW19 5DB 

 

01784 482375 
 

www.facebook.com/ThePercyWraysbury 
 

www.ThePercy.co.uk 
 

http://www.ThePercy.co.uk
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Berkshire Vision supports hundreds of blind and partially sighted adults and children 

across the county, helping them to combat their isolation, support their independence, 

boost their self-esteem and allow them to live their lives to the full through social and 

indoor and outdoor activities.  

We have a team of Sight Loss Support officers who are able to offer support and advice 

in a wide range of areas; from help with mobility to understanding benefit forms and 

accessing IT that could help improve daily life. 

Whilst our weekly face to face activities are on hold, we are currently running remote 

activities, including a weekly quiz, history talks and chair yoga. We also have a very 

successful telephone befriending service which gives the opportunity for a weekly chat. 

As soon as we can, we will return to all our social activities such as visits to the theatre, 

trips to the rock-climbing centre and meeting up! 

If you, or a family member, would like more 

information please visit our website 

www.berkshirevision.org.uk or ring our office 

on 0118 987 2803. 

If you would like to get in touch regarding our 

Children’s and Young People department 

please email Carl on: 

children@berkshirevision.org.uk 

If you are interested in volunteering with us 

we have lots of opportunities; please contact 

Gill on volunteering@berkshirevision.org.uk 

 

Enjoying our annual golf tournament at 

Billingbear Park Golf Club - October 2020 

Sight loss does more than take away a person’s sight, it can take away their 

self-confidence and independence and leave them isolated. 

http://www.berkshirevision.org.uk


 

 

From the Archives 

Contact us at wraysbury.archive@wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk 

You may recall that in the last issue of the magazine I presented the recent history of the 
Wraysbury Sign and promised to complete it in this issue. However, as the physical 
archive has been sharing our lockdowns, it has been tricky to forage for the right 
information. So, this time I would like to talk about the upgrading of the archive to bring 
it into the ‘digital age’ and what everyone can do to keep it relevant and useful. 

It is no good having lots of useful information if you cannot find what you need, so 
previous archivists have spent a lot of time maintaining a storage system, a card index 
and many contents lists. For this we are indebted to people like Arthur Walters, Dennis 
Pitt and Graham Morley among others. 

However, this suffers from a number of issues that need addressing: 

• Information is only at one physical location 

• Maintenance is ponderous and time consuming 

• Cross-referencing is tricky 

• Research is limited to when the archive is open 

• People have little idea of what information is being held 

• There can be no serendipity moment if people have nothing to browse 

So, we have been digitising the indexes and contents to provide a searchable database 
available to all.  This links into the Wraysbury Parish Council website and, although still 
work-in-progress, is easily accessible (look for archive in the menu). I would like to thank 
Lindsey Pulsford for her help in transcribing a lot of this information. 

We have ideas for producing an intranet site currently only accessible from on-site if 
and when the Archive moves, but these ideas are somewhat fluid at the moment. The 
platform for this is a computer donated by Cllr Diana Hughes. 

Which leads me onto the final point - “what everyone can do to keep it relevant and 
useful”.  The point to remember is that today’s current affairs are tomorrow’s history.  
For example, there has been a lot happening in the last year that would be sage to keep 
for posterity: 

• We’re All in it Together initiatives e.g. The World Tour, Sammi the Snake 

• Benta’s Ginger People 

• School Newsletters 

• Wraysbury Bridge Decorations 

• The Pubs Feeding Us 

• Wraysbury & Horton Voluntary Care 

All these things and more we should be very proud of. 

mailto:wraysbury.archive@wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk
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Now, although we could trawl social media for much of this stuff, it suffers from one or two 
issues. The info, particularly the photos are, by necessity, low-res and are often context 
free. If you have any source documents and photos that you are willing to release to the 
Archive, please forward to us with any provenance you have (email at bottom of this 
article). 

Of course, talking about the previous twelve months focuses the mind because of the most 
extraordinary circumstances, but there are other things that could be in need of archiving: 

• Sport and Society Minutes 

• Event Programmes 

• Local Initiatives 

• Significant Anniversaries 

• References Discovered Elsewhere 

 

You can contact the Archive through Wraysbury.Archive@WraysburyParishCouncil.gov.uk 
or when the time is right, at the Village Hall on a Thursday. 

Janet Pugh 

mailto:Wraysbury.Archive@WraysburyParishCouncil.gov.uk
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Wraysbury Village Club was founded in 1884 and is located in the heart of the village. 

 

The club exists for the benefit of its members and is registered Friendly Society with 

affiliation to the Club and Institution Union (CIU). 

Non-members are always welcome and can be signed in on entry by an existing 

member. Membership application is encouraged and blank application forms can be 

obtained from the bar staff or from a member of the committee.  

You are always guaranteed a friendly welcome from the Steward and his cheerful bar 

team. The club has an extensively stocked bar, with a host of lagers, ales, ciders and 

spirits, all at fantastically low prices. 

There is a full range of free entertainment on offer, including live music, great show 

bands, tribute acts, theme nights, discos, race nights, bingo and a meat /wine raffle and 

open the box (Jackpot regularly hits £1000.00) every Sunday. 

Every Wednesday there is an open mic night where a variety of artists perform a wide 

selection of music. 

August is the famous beer and gin festival taking place over the Bank Holiday weekend. 

There are two full sized snooker tables within the club together with a separate sports 

bar which shows all major sporting events including a large screen within the main bar. 

The kitchen is open on Saturday mornings from 10:00 for breakfast and good quality 

home cooked food is available Wednesday - Friday, with daily specials. 

There is a lovely maintained garden for members and guests to enjoy, including families 

with young children. 

The club has an active management committee who are committed to ensure the club 

and its facilities are maintained to the highest standards. 

PLEASE SEE OUR FACEBOOK PAGE FOR IMPORTANT UPDATES AND 

INFORMATION REGARDING ANY CURRENT RESTRICTIONS 



 

 

Wraysbury Dragons 
Defend Their League Title 

 
The last person to say they remember competing in a dragon boat race is telling fibs.  
Anyone who says they remember how to hold a paddle correctly is bluffing and people 
who claim to enjoy doing circuits over Zoom are almost certainly delirious from a lack of 
fresh air.  All of which is another way of saying that we’ve not done much on the water as a 
club for the last year.   

Hope remains that there may be some racing later this year, but in the meantime, here is 
an abridged race report from the archives to tide you over:  The River Trent, Nottingham, 
2019, the penultimate race of the league season when Wraysbury were confirmed as the 
league champions for the second year in a row…… 

The first race was the 200m heat, up against Cambridge and Pershore.  A long warm-up 
was intended; however, when we got to the starting area, we were startled to find that the 
officials were calling us to the line…10 minutes early!  It was one of those occurrences that 
you never expect to cross off your race day bingo card.  And when it does happen, you’re 
probably so astonished that you’ve dropped the card and pencil into the river anyway. 

With no time to practice our “starts” we lined up and went. We got ahead but didn’t really 
push on in the early stages, only really starting to pull away to comfort in the final 50m. 

With a long rest ahead of us before the semi-finals, it was time to discuss and enjoy the 
important issues of the day; the nearby Test Match at Trent Bridge, whether anyone had 
done any baking, why didn’t we have a stove for tea and to covertly watch an individual on 
their phone who had just realised that they didn’t have any accommodation booked for 
the pending Seville trip. Just another normal day at Wraysbury base camp. 

As the second fastest crew going into the semi-finals, we were seeded in one of the middle 
lanes again. We had Notts Anaconda on one side of us and, once again, Cambridge on the 
other. We had a better start than before and quickly finding our rhythm, we managed to 
nudge ahead of both opponents, but it was very tight all the way down and we could not 
afford to let up before we crossed the line.  

Our reward for winning was a 3 hour rest before the final, so the day was starting to 
resemble the nearby Test Match - sitting around in the pavilion and occasionally going out 
to bat. Wraysbury’s third innings, or race, finally appeared on the horizon at about 3pm 
and so we roused ourselves, aware that we would have to race a very fast Secklow team 
for the first time. We made our way up to the crease, with everyone very patiently 
tolerating the helm telling them how to paddle correctly and the importance of being 
locked on for a good start to neutralise Secklow’s attempts to get another flier. 

Again, we were in the middle lanes with Secklow. Henley were on our outside and Notts 
made up the quartet in lane four. After a bit of jiggling when the starting official couldn’t 
decide who had drifted over the start line we were eventually under starter’s orders. 

Straight away we were going well, increasing speed with each stroke. Henley were left 
standing and Notts were starting to fall behind so it was just us and Secklow, thrashing it 
out. This was closer than the semi-final, with no clear leader going into the last 30 strokes. 
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One last push and we crossed the line together. Maybe we nudged it, maybe we 
didn’t. Turns out we didn’t, but a very close second was a good result for us in the 
sprint distance.   

The distance event course was 2100m long with 3 turns under bridges. Crews set off in 
the reverse order of the sprint, 20 seconds apart. Setting off second from last, we 
were chasing down Notts and looking to hold off Secklow behind us. Going under 
Trent Bridge for the first turn, we kept tight to the turn buoy to put pressure on the 
others. The straight ahead enabled us to concentrate on stroke rhythm as we tried to 
close on the opposition in front. We’d already pulled a bit further ahead of Secklow 
and were in our element, reaching for the catch, kicking the boat forward again and 
again and again.   

Round the second turn, we moved closer still to Notts. Behind, I saw Secklow go into 
the turn and out again, but without the same power. Suddenly we’ve pulled away 
from them! They’ve blown it, and it is our race to lose now.   

Going back up the penultimate straight we kept a good stroke length; the boat felt like 
it was gliding with everyone in sync. Looking ahead there were four boats going round 
the turn. At the back were Notts; we were close, but not close enough to pressure 
them before the turn so we followed them round. With water pouring over our bows, 
having taken a tighter line out of the turn, we leapt forwards and were close enough 
to hear their boat calls, giving us a second wind to attack them before the finish line. 
Riding over the choppy waters, stroke by stroke, we got our dragon’s head level with 
Nott’s tail by the line. 

Leaving a crew member to get the results, we cruise up to the loading area, push in 
the queue, find a gap to get the boat out, load it on the trailer and swipe back our 
trolley from Henley, all within 15 minutes. In the warm glow of a job well done we 
rushed back for the presentations, results and, most importantly, to peruse the cake 
stand for reductions. 

We won the distance event by 14 seconds from Notts; our day’s results gave us 1st  
place overall. For the season, we had four overall 1st place finishes and two 2nd places.  
With one event left we had won the league again, regardless of any results at the final 
league event. 

Wraysbury Dragons Need You! 

If this madcap action sounds like 
your sort of sport, come and join 
us!  As lockdown eases, we’re 
returning to river training at 
Wraysbury Skiff & Punting Club, off 
the A308, Sundays 10am, 
Thursdays 7pm. Search online for 
‘Wraysbury Dragons’. 

 

Dave Sutton, Wraysbury Dragons 

The victorious Wraysbury Dragons squad,  Nottingham 
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In Memory of Terry Van Santen 

Terry Van Santen, fondly known as ‘TVS’ and 

‘Lovely Boy’ to his many friends in Wraysbury, 

sadly passed away in hospital from Covid-19 on 

21st January 2021.  

He was laid to rest with his beloved Bonnie at 

St. Andrew’s Church here in the village on 12th 

February. St. Andrew’s Close was lined with 

applauding friends and a Masonic line-up as his 

hearse approached the church for his funeral. A 

truly wonderful thing for the villagers to do for 

him. He leaves behind his three daughters, 

Sarah, Jane and Leigh, four grandchildren and 

three great-grandchildren.  

A frequent face at The Wraysbury Village Club for decades, Terry was a very popular life 

member and a dear friend to many in the village, but due to debilitating ill health for the 

last few years he was unable to 

see his beloved club and 

friends. His last visit to the club 

however was in September 

2020 to celebrate his 80th 

birthday.  

He was a member of the 250 

Club, The Jolly Boys, The Tufty 

Club, attended the Cricket 

Club’s summer events and even 

played a comedy part with the 

Wraysbury Players. He always 

enjoyed a pint at The George 

and The Percy.  

He also helped found Sunnymeads Masonic Lodge where he is still held in high esteem.  

He will be sadly missed by the village, his friends and his devoted family.  

Sarah Van Santen 



 

 

Wraysbury Drain Action Group (DRAG) 

Facebook: WRAYSBURY DRAIN (DRAG) SUPPORT GROUP  

 

We do hope you and your loved ones are keeping well and safe. Hopefully, as you read this 
article, the lockdown restrictions will have eased and some form of normality will have 
returned to our everyday lives, particularly the pubs re-opening! 

As we reported in the winter edition, due to the situation that we have all encountered for 
the last year and a half, any proposed activity to improve the Wraysbury Brook (Drain) has 
continued to be put on hold. Whilst this is disappointing to us all, there have been positive 
movements and achievements in the last few months. 

Firstly, we are pleased to confirm that RBWM have raised the height of the radial weir near 
the entrance to the Brook. This has increased the waterflow, but the extent of this needs 
further monitoring, as in the winter months the water level in the Brook generally rises due 
to the water table. Having said this, discussions are taking place to further raise the height 
of the radial weir to aid the waterflow. We will keep you posted on progress through our 
Facebook page.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

Another great development is our community spirt with several residents, who have the 
Brook bordering or running through their property, donning their wellies and undertaking 
clearing works.  This is hard going when you only have yourself and the people you live 
with to do it. The results of their efforts can be seen in the photos. This is where the DRAG 
Volunteer Group can really help and assist. We do hope that, as we enter the summer 
months, we can arrange some “Clean-up Days” to help residents and businesses clear their 
stretch of the Brook. 

Douglas Lane - before Douglas Lane - after 
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 You will have seen in the winter months that having water in the Brook really does make a 
difference and creates a wonderful backdrop to our village life, as well as encouraging the 
return of wildlife. The DRAG is here to help and facilitate discussions with all parties on 
how we can restore the Brook to have an all-year round flow of water. We are realistic and 
not looking for a full restoration or desilting operation of the Brook, just enough work to 
be done to achieve an all year waterflow with no blockages. I do think we would all be 
pleased with that result. 

 

Station Road 

If you have any questions on the Brook, or are concerned about the section in your 
property, please contact the DRAG and we will be happy to have a chat and see how we 
can be of support. The Wraysbury Brook is highlighted in red on the map for information. 

 

Please join our Facebook page Wraysbury Drain (DRAG) Support Group to keep up to date 
with what is happening. 

Wishing you all well and a happy return to a more normal way of life. 

Garry Fitch 



 

 

Wraysbury “Bridge of Hope” 

December 2020 felt particularly 

cheerless because of the awful 

pandemic that affected us all in one way 

or another. As Christmas approached, I 

came upon the idea of brightening up 

Wraysbury Bridge to bring a little cheer 

to those gloomy days. 

The Simon & Garfunkel song ‘Bridge 

Over Troubled Water’ drifted into my 

mind and with the help of my daughter, 

the idea of decorating the railway 

bridge by Wraysbury Station was born. 

The bridge was decorated with donated 

garlands and tinsel and we received 

very positive reactions from residents 

and visitors to the village. 

Of course, we had to make sure all the decorations were brought down by Twelfth Night 

and we were very grateful to our neighbour Bernie Moore who removed them all and 

agreed to store them all ready for next Christmas! 

We had such a strong, upbeat reaction to the bridge’s Christmas decorations that we 

decided to brighten the bridge up once again. This time it was to say “Thank You” to all the 

NHS staff and Keyworkers, as well as a simple way to cheer everyone up. 

The “Bridge of Hope” name was suggested by Faye Bowerman on the Wraysbury News 

Facebook page and soon stuck.  

Bernie Moore donated a lovely ‘Thank You NHS’ banner for the 

middle of the bridge, and Pat Hampton, a florist from the 

village, made up and donated hundreds of colourful bows.  

Kellie Fairhall from Pumpkins Preschool saw the Facebook post 

and organised children from the preschool to make beautiful 

decorations. Massive bows and more bunting appeared soon 

after and the bridge was transformed! Local residents, 

including children, added more ribbons and messages paying 

tribute to the NHS and Keyworkers.  Renate Hassell 

Renate Hassell 
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As a Valentine’s Day special, we even added some red, heart-shaped balloons for the day. 

Children from Pumpkins made beautiful heart decorations too! 

It is wonderful that we have received such lovely feedback – especially on Facebook where 

over three hundred local people commented on how the decorations made them feel so 

much more cheerful. 

So, as the number of vaccinations increases, and the effects of the pandemic begin to 

recede, we hope everyone who uses the bridge will experience a moment of joy as they 

cross the colourful Bridge Of Hope. 

Hilary Whitelock 

Sandra Freeman 

Graham Cribbin 
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The Ankerwycke Yew 
News from the National Trust 

 
 
 

The Ankerwycke Yew is an iconic yew tree estimated by some to be 2500 years old. 
According to popular belief, it was beneath this tree that King Henry VIII courted Anne 
Boleyn and some reports suggest that he even proposed in its shadow. While Magna 
Carta is said to have been sealed at Runnymede, there are those who argue that the 
event actually took place on the other side of the river, perhaps under this very yew.   

We know this tree is very special to many and, as with buildings in our care, we 
survey the trees in our stewardship regularly. Our team of tree experts have surveyed 
the yew in recent months and found that the trunk of this ancient tree is very slowly 
splitting. This is due to the natural decay processes we would expect to find within a tree 
of its age.   

As a preventative measure, to give the tree a helping hand, we’ve installed temporary 
bracing, so the issues don’t worsen. Bracing is a proactive and preventative technique to 
support a tree with poor or weak structure. Various different systems can be used and 
National Trust will be working towards identifying the most appropriate methods with 
the help of our arboricultural consultants.    

Trees & Woodland Adviser Tom Hill said: ‘The Ankerwycke Yew means so much to our 
supporters and it’s essential that we consult widely on any plans surrounding its long-
term conservation and management. This includes our own National Trust tree experts, 
the Ancient Tree Forum, the Woodland Trust and several other special interest groups 
who we work closely with. Our aim is always to identify the most sustainable solution for 
the tree and its heritage.’  

If you’re interested in finding out more, please email runnymede@nationaltrust.org.uk 

 

mailto:runnymede@nationaltrust.org.uk


 

 

S.D. WHITING & Co. 

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 

 

Specialists in all types of taxation work including Income Tax, V.A.T., 

Corporation Tax and P.A.Y.E 

 

Willing to discuss all fees before embarking on any assignments. 

 

Capable of providing the required service to all large and small businesses. 

 

76 Ouseley Road, Wraysbury Tel: 01784 483872 

57 Church Street, Staines Tel: 01784 455405 
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England's first coronavirus lockdown began on 23rd March 2020. Twelve months on, 

our local branch of Samaritans (based in Slough) has revealed the impact it has had on 

both callers and volunteers. 

Since March 2020, Slough, Windsor and Maidenhead branch of Samaritans has spent 

well over 4,000 hours on the phone with callers and answered over 4,200 emails. While 

not all have been Covid related, many are - with callers increasingly wanting to discuss 

feelings of isolation and loneliness (figures as at March 2021). 

The Branch Director says: "Samaritans has always been there for anybody who needs to 

talk, in confidence, about how they're feeling. This has been particularly true during the 

pandemic. For some people, a conversation with a Samaritan has been the only 

conversation they've had that day with another human being. 

"We have all lived through a year like no other and our fantastic volunteers have been 

on hand to listen to our callers - and those emailing us - to help them share what they're 

thinking and often, we hope, helping them to feel better in themselves." 

Samaritans’ volunteers have also been affected by the pandemic. While classed as an 

essential service and so legally able to operate from their Slough Centre in a Covid-

secure way, some have had to isolate themselves throughout the year, meaning that 

fellow volunteers have sometimes been called on to cover additional shifts. Amazingly, 

while operating at times with only 55% of volunteers, they managed to cover over 90% 

of duties. 

“At a time when anxieties and uncertainty are at their highest for many years, people 

need us more than ever. If you are in distress or despair, if you need to tell someone 

how you are feeling, we are here.” 

You can call 116 123 free any time, day or night, or email jo@samaritans.org 

Please visit our website www.samaritans.org  

mailto:jo@samaritans.org
http://www.samaritans.org
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 MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT  

 
At the time of writing this we are gradually coming out of lockdown 3, now being able to 
meet up with groups of six people in our gardens.  Looking back to the June 2020 issue of 
the Wraysbury News, how optimistic I was, hoping things would be back to normal by the 
summer (2020) and we would be able to resume our Macmillan fundraising. Who would 
have thought that a year later we would still be in lockdown ..... but I am going to be 
optimistic again and hope we can resume our fundraising in September. 

Over the last few months, I have received several donations for Macmillan Cancer 
Support. Thank you. A special mention to our wonderful Graham Sinclair who donated an 
amazing £1,000 from his sponsored walk. Thank you Graham. 

Macmillan Cancer Support have been needed more than ever during these challenging 
times.  Unfortunately, donations and fundraising have been seriously curtailed but 
Macmillan has still been there for help, advice and support. 

Hoping to see you all at the World’s Biggest Coffee Morning in September. Let's try and 
make it WRAYSBURY'S Biggest Ever Coffee Morning! Followed by our Christmas Bazaar in 
November, dates to be confirmed. 

Wishing you all a very healthy and happy summer. 

Debbie Larcombe  
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Registered Charity No.: 1065060 

It has been a very difficult year due to Covid restrictions and hard to believe it has been a 

year. We have a huge number of adoption applications pending, so much so that we have 

had to put a temporary hold on applications. All charities are experiencing a large rise in 

applications and the concern is that some people are applying to adopt puppies and 

kittens just because they live alone and are bored working from home. Our concern is that 

once life goes back to normal, people go back to work and are able to socialise again they 

could well decide they no longer have time to look after the pet they have adopted. We 

are already hearing of puppies in particular being handed over to charities, as the adopter 

didn’t realise what they were taking on.  

We are still doing our home visits virtually but that is only one part of the process. We 

have to have in depth conversations with applicants to ensure the cat or kitten is going to 

have a home for life not just for lockdown. We are hoping in the not too distant future 

that we will be able to resume our physical home visits and families will be able to go to a 

foster home and spend time with a cat they are interested in adopting. 

Our ongoing relationship with one of the Sainsbury’s supermarkets and Pets at Home 

stores has been invaluable, not only for donated food, but also vouchers, which we can 

spend in Pets at Home for food or necessary equipment. We are very grateful for this help 

due to all our fundraising activities having to be cancelled for the foreseeable future. 

Despite all the difficulties, and the changes we have had to make, we have made many 

families very happy as they had been waiting for such a long time to adopt which has 

made all the hard work so worthwhile. 

We can be contacted by telephone on 020 8560 5443 or by email at cats@haws-

animals.org.uk (preferred method). For more information on our charity and ways you 

can assist or donate please have a look at our website www.haws-animals.org.uk 

We are always in desperate need of donations whether it be financial or food, so if you 

are able to help in any way, however small, please contact Nicola Harrington-Gray on the 

number above. 

Hounslow Animal Welfare Society has its roots in West London and our Wraysbury 
contact is Nicola Harrington-Gray on 07902 046490. 

mailto:cats@haws-animals.org.uk
mailto:cats@haws-animals.org.uk
http://www.haws-animals.org.uk
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QUIZ ANSWERS……... 

1) Ardnamurchan Point 
2) Challenger Deep, the Mariana Trench in The Pacific. c.36,000 ft / 11,022m deep 
3) The Congo - 220 metres in places. 
4) Dublin 
5) Antarctic Desert. - 5.5 million square miles 
6) Pride and Prejudice 
7) Puck 
8) Nostromo 
9) 24 
10) John Osborne 
11) Auguste Escoffier 
12) Graham Kerr 
13) From the pan in which it is cooked. 
14) ‘How to Cheat at Cooking’ 
15) Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall 
16) June 
17) 1965 (1973 in Northern Ireland) 
18) Tony Blair 
19) Paul Weller 
20) Zedonk, Zenkey, Zonkey or Zebrass  
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USEFUL TRAVEL INFORMATION 

TRANSPORT CONTACT INFORMATION 

Heathrow Airport    0844 335 1801  heathrow.com 

Gatwick Airport    0344 892 0322  gatwickairport.com 

Stansted Airport    0808 169 7031  stanstedairport.com 

Luton Airport     01582 405100  london-luton.co.uk 

London City Airport   020 7646 0000   londoncityairport.com 

Public Transport Information 0871 200 2233  traveline.info 

National Rail Enquiries   03457 484950  nationalrail.co.uk 

Eurostar      03432 186186  eurostar.com 

Transport for London – TfL  0343 222 1234  tfl.gov.uk 

TfL Congestion Charge   0343 222 2222 

 

Train Times 

Please check up to date timetables on southwesternrailway.com or call 0345 6000 650 

Please note that when buses replace trains the bus stop for Wraysbury is at 

Old School Court and NOT Wraysbury Station. 

 

Bear Buses 305 

Staines to Poyle via Wraysbury & Horton 

For full timetables go to bustimes.org/operators/bear-buses  

Telephone: 0208 867 0617 

 

Courtney Bus Services 2, 10, 10S & 11  

Windsor, Datchet, Wraysbury & Horton to / from Heathrow T5 

With effect from April 2021 these services have been withdrawn and at the time of 

going to press no alternative had been agreed. 

http://www.bustimes.org/operators/bear-buses


 

 

CHURCHES INFORMATION 
Church Position Name Contact 

St. Andrew’s, Wraysbury 

  

Email: Benta Hickley 
Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury 

@gmail.com 

 

 

Website: 
StAndrewsWraysbury.co.uk 

VICAR Rev. Colin Gibson 01784 481258 

PCC Secretary Benta Hickley  

Parish Secretary / 
Admin Benta Hickley 

Warden Tony Hermes 01784 391417 

Parish Evangelist Mike Miller 01784 558972 

Bell Ringers Roger Lewiston 07973 725682 

Choir / Organist David Gamble 07929 441994 

Annexe Bookings Lesley West 07930 362403 

Friends of St.  
Andrew’s Secretary: Mary Townend 01784 483845 

Little Lambs Becky Webb 07843 386585 

Bereavement Support 
Co-ordinator: 

Vicar Colin 01784 481258 

St. Michael’s,  

Horton 

Email: Benta Hickley 
Secretary.HortonAndWraysbury 

@gmail.com 

Website: 

StMichaels-Horton.org 

VICAR Rev. Colin Gibson 01784 481258 

Warden Carolyn Wheeler 01753 682918 

Parish Secretary / 
Admin Benta Hickley 

 

Organist Ian Harman 0208 894 6903 

Crafty Church Benta Hickley 07986 239269 

St. Augustine’s, Datchet 

Email: Father Frank 

fjcauliffe@gmail.com 

 
Website: 
StAugustines.org.uk 

FATHER 
Fr. Frank 
McAuliffe 

01786 917030 
07444 284751 

 

Wraysbury Contacts 

Peter Keating 01784 483308 

Barbara Williams 01784 483503 

http://www.standrewswraysbury.co.uk
http://www.StMichaels-Horton.org
http://www.StAgustines.org.uk
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Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead (RBWM) 

01628 683800 www.rbwm.gov.uk General Enquiries   

RBWM Out of Hours Emergencies (24 Hour Line) 01753 853517   

RBWM Borough Councillors for the Datchet, Horton & Wraysbury Ward 

Cllr.  David P. Cannon Cllr.  Ewan C.W. Larcombe Cllr.  Gary Muir 

Cllr.Cannon@RBWM.Gov.UK Cllr.Larcombe@RBWM.Gov.UK Cllr.Muir@RBWM.Gov.UK 

07976 881831 01753 544302 (None Declared) 

4 London Road 
Datchet 
SLOUGH 
Berkshire SL3 9JN 

67 Lawn Close 
Datchet 
SLOUGH 
Berkshire SL3 9LA 

26 Beaulieu Close 
Datchet 
SLOUGH 
Berkshire SL3 9DE 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONTACT DETAILS 

Parish Councils 

Wraysbury Parish Council (WPC) Horton Parish Council (HPC) 

www.wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk www.hortonparishcouncil.gov.uk 

Meetings are held on the 3rd Monday of each 
month, normally at 19:30 in the  
Wraysbury Village Halls, The Green, Wraysbury, 
TW19 5NA 

Meetings are held on the 3rd Tuesday of each 
month, normally at 19:30 in Champney Hall, 
Stanwell Road, Horton, SL3 9PA 

Chair: 
Telephone: 

Mrs M Lenton 
01784 482001 

Chair: 
Telephone: 

Freda Bovingdon 
01753 682063 

Parish Clerk: Jane Clemance Parish  Clerk: Benta Hickley 

Email: info@wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk Email: clerk@hortonparishcouncil.gov.uk 

Telephone: 01784 482613 Telephone: 01753 686600      (Home) 
07957 588277      (Parish Mobile) 

Postal 
Address: 

Clerk to Wraysbury Parish Council 
℅ Acklam 
Hill View Road 
Wraysbury 
Staines-upon-Thames 
Middlesex TW19 5EQ 

Postal  

Address: 
Clerk to Horton Parish Council 
℅ Champney Hall 
Stanwell Road 
Horton 
SLOUGH 
Berkshire SL3 9PA 

    Clerk's 
Address: 
(Personal 
Visits By 
Appointment 
Only) 

Benta Hickley 
Clerk to Horton Parish Council 
℅ 4b Bells Lane 
Horton 
SLOUGH 
Berkshire SL3 9PW 



 

 

Organisation Name Tel. No. Website / Email 

AGE CONCERN Sec. Mrs J Elderfield 01784 482864 ageuk.org.uk 

ANGELS PRE-SCHOOL Jane DeCecco 07944 848347 angelspreschool.co.uk 
info@angelspreschool.co.uk 

ART SOCIETY Sec. Lesley West 07930 362403 lesleywest125@btinternet.com 

BADMINTON CLUB Chair:Brian Holloway 01784 482419 brian@dhholloway.co.uk 

LADIES BADMINTON CLUB Kim 
Pam 

01784 482395 
01784 482545 

  

BOWLS CLUB Sec. Fred Parsons 
 

01784 481490 
  

wraysburybowlsclub.co.uk 
wraysburybowls@gmail.com 

BOWLS (SHORT MAT) Sec. Ken Keeble   kenbkeeble@tiscali.co.uk 

BRITISH DISABLED WATERSKI 
ASSOCIATION 

Heron Lake 01784 483664 bdwwa.org 
office@bdwsa.org 

CRICKET CLUB Sec. Tom Dibley 
Grounds: David 
Tooze 

07775 587633 
Pav: 01784 481134 

wraysbury.play-cricket.com 
wraysburycc@hotmail.co.uk 

DOWER’S  GYM Karen Shefras 07702 669396 dowersgym.com 
office@dowersgym.com 

DRAGON BOATS HURRICANES     hurricanes-dbc.com 
  

FAIR (Summer) Faye Bowerman 07788 975373 Fayejb1@outlook.com 

FOOTBALL CLUB Mark Foster 07788 413030 wraysburyfc.co.uk 
info@wraysburyfc.co.uk 

GIRLGUIDING 
Rainbows, Brownies & 
Guides 

Giovanna Cochrane 07914 673278 giovanna.cochrane@btinternet.com 

HISTORY GROUP Tony Kimber 01784 483801 TonyKimber1@aol.com 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Pam & Ray Alletson 01784 482545 alletson@aol.com 

JAZZ CLUB Sec. Rosemary Smith 
Carole Mackie 

01784 483452 
0208 890 3324 

micro500@btinternet.com 
carole.mackie@tiscali.co.uk 
wraysburyjazzclub.com 

MAGNA CARTA BOOK CLUB Lesley West 07930 362403 lesleywest125@btinternet.com 

MEALS ON WHEELS Janet Crame 01784 483528 janet@thegardenhouse.uk.com 

NATIONAL TRUST Runnymede 01784 432891 nationaltrust.org.uk 
runnymede@nationaltrust.org.uk 

POP - IN Polly Regan 01784 481817 
07767 486023 

  

PUMPKINS PRE-SCHOOL Kellie Fairhall 07500 224115 pumpkinspreschoolwraysbury.wordpress.com 

SILVER WING SAILING CLUB Website 
General Enquiries 
Training Dept. 

  silverwingsc.co.uk 
enquiry@silverwingsc.co.uk 
principal@silverwingsc.co.uk 

 

DIRECTORY OF CLUBS AND ORGANISATIONS 
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Please help keep this information up to date 
Email: wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com  

SWAN RADIO   www.swan-radio.co.uk 
Email: studio@swan-radio.co.uk 

SWAN SUPPORT (Datchet) Wendy Hermon 01628 876336 
07968 868172 

swansupport.org.uk 
info@swansupport.org.uk 

SWAN SANCTUARY (Shepperton)   01932 240790 theswansanctuary.org.uk 

TANGO CLUB David & Marion 07830 336408  www.tango-journey.com 
connect@tango-journey.com   

TENNIS CLUB Chair:  
Mike McLachlan 

  clubspark.lta.org.uk/wraysburyltc 
wraysburyltc@yahoo.co.uk 

THAMES HOSPICE   01753 842121 thameshospice.org.uk 

VILLAGE CLUB & INSTITUTE Pres. Alan Shillingford 
Treas. Alan Ferguson 
Sec. Steve Lewis 
Asst. Sec. Jason Martin 

Club: 01784 
482155 
Office: 01784 
481989 

wraysburyvillageclub.com 

VILLAGE HALLS Chair: Glyn Larcombe 
For Bookings call: 
Mark & Jackie 

01784 482254 
  
07838 220386 

wraysburyvillagehalls.co.uk 

VILLAGE TRUST (250 CLUB) Marilyn Ferguson 01784 482198 wraysburyvillagetrust@btinternet.com 

WRAYSBURY WINE & SOCIAL 
CLUB (formerly Magna Carta 
Country Winemakers) 

Christine Morgan 01784 482175 mccwnews@hotmail.co.uk 

WRAYSBURY ARCHIVES Janet Pugh 01784 483803 wraysbury.archive@ 
wraysburyparishcouncil.gov.uk 

WRAYSBURY DRAGONS Dave Sutton  wraysburyskiffandpuntingclub.com 
/what-is-dragon-boating/ 

wspc@hotmail.co.uk 

WRAYSBURY NEWS     wraysbury.magazine@gmail.com 

WRAYSBURY COUNTRY 
MUSIC CLUB 

  c/o SWAN  RADIO 

WRAYSBURY CHRISTMAS 
FAYRE 

Mark Foster 07788 413030 wraysburychristmasfayre@gmail.com 

WRAYSBURY PAROCHIAL 
CHARITIES 

Sue Chapman 01784 483186 s.k.chapman@btinternet.com 

WRAYSBURY SCOUT GROUP Group Scout Leader: 

Doug Robinson 
Scout Leader: 

Gresham Peters 
Beaver Scout Leader: 

Pam Morris-Hunt 
Explorer Scout Leader: 

Ben Moran 
Chair: 

Russell George 

  
07714 766894 
 

07747 765147 
 

01753 687166 
 

07415 130816 
 

01784 481352 

wraysburyscouts@gmail.com 

WRAYSBURY PLAYERS Nigel Handyside 01932 247856 hkfire4@yahoo.co.uk 

WRAYSBURY & HORTON 
VOLUNTARY CARE 

  01784 482515   

 



 

 

AS AT APRIL 2021 

EMERGENCY CONTACT TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

FLOOD WARDEN 

Dave Francis 

07957 123 029 

01784 483 053 
francisbld@hotmail.com 

Flood Information Service 0345 988 1188 
https://www.gov.uk/government/

organisations/environment-agency 

P 
O 
L 
I 
C 
E 

Criminal Act 
In Progress 999   

Reporting After The Event 101 www.thamesvalley.police.uk 

Vandalism 
In Progress 999   

Reporting After The Event 101 www.thamesvalley.police.uk 

Social Worker Emergency Duty Service (24hr)

(Personal / Family Problem Reaching Crisis) 01344 786 543   

Gas Leaks  (24hr) 0800 111 999   

Electricity Supply Faults (24hr) 105   

Water Leaks  (24hr) 0345 357 2407 www.affinitywater.co.uk 

Sewer & Drain Emergencies (24hr) 0800 316 9800 www.thameswater.co.uk 

BT Fault Reporting (24hr) 0800 800 151 www.bt.com/faults 

Datchet Health Centre 
Podiatrist: Jean Peters 

01753 541 268 
07767 117398 

www.datchetdoctor.co.uk 
priestess@live.co.uk 

Wraysbury Village Pharmacy 01784 482 430   

Citizen's Advice  
Adviceline (Mon – Fri, 09:00 – 17:00) 

08082 787 914 www.citizensadvice.org.uk 

Emergencies & Issues Dealt With by RBWM 

Emergencies & issues such as - traffic lights not working, fallen trees, dangerous structure, missing 

manhole covers or dangerous potholes, unauthorised tree felling, anti-social noise, street lighting, 

emergency planning incidents, issues with council owned buildings, fly tipping etc. 

RBWM Out of Hours Emergencies 01753 853 517   

Noise Complaints (Out of hours) 01753 853 517   

RBWM Services Available During Office Hours: 

RBWM Home Page:     www.rbwm.gov.uk 
  
RBWM Report it:          www.rbwm.gov.uk/report-it 

Library and Resident Services 01628 683 800 First Point of Contact for Enquiries 

Noise Complaints Via Online form   

Antisocial Behaviour 01628 683 800 (Office Hours) 

Fly Tipping RBWM 01628 683 800 (Office Hours) or Via Online form 

http://www.thamesvalley.police.uk/
http://www.thamesvalley.police.uk/
http://www.affinitywater.co.uk/
http://www.thameswater.co.uk/
http://www.bt.com/faults
http://www.datchetdoctor.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/suebr/Downloads/www.rbwm.gov.uk
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Location Tel. No. 

Wraysbury Dive Centre, Station Road TW19 5ND 01784 488007 

Wraysbury Village Halls, The Green TW19 5NA 01784 483240 

The Perseverance, 2 High St. TW19 5DB 01784 482375 

The George, 29 Windsor Rd. TW19 5DE 01784 482000 

Wraysbury Primary School, 18 Welley Rd. TW19 5DJ 01784 482603 

Wraysbury Post Office, 31 High St. TW19 5DA 01784 482477 

Liquid Leisure, Horton Rd. Datchet SL3 9HY 01753 542500 

Champney Hall, Stanwell Rd. Horton SL3 9PA Dial 999 for access code 

Dave Francis (Flood Warden) 07957 123029 

DEFIBRILLATORS IN HORTON & WRAYSBURY 

 

There are a number of defibrillators located around Horton & Wraysbury. Please note 

that they are not necessarily available 24 hours a day. 



 

 


